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%'olume 98 No. Z55
THE QUEEN—Lynn Hewitt, a junior elementary education major from Murray, smilingly accepts her bouquet of-
roses from Murray State President Curris after being named the 1977 Homecoming Queen at pregame ceremonies
Saturday. Miss Hewitt is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. (Buddy) Hewitt of 813 Sharp Street. MSU won the game
' over Eastern 24-20. Additional stories and photos are on ipside pages. -
Regents Adopt Lab Statement
A adlicy statedient oncerithig' the
transfer of the Hopkinsville animal




MORI HARDWARE—The Murray High- Marching It-Ina-picked up more
hardware Saturday as they won -the Memphis State University Mid-South
Band Championship for the third consecutive year. From left to right are
Kathy Fenton who is displaying the first place Class AAA trophy and the
Superior Rating Trophy; Tammie Parker who has the Grand Champion
Trophy and Craig Thurman who displays the Mayor's Cap Trophy and the
Highland Hundred Traveling Trophy. _
eech Teem
1-1Onors At Tournn
The Calloway County High School.
Laker Speech Team captured first
_piece sweepstakes honors Saturclai, at
the Madison-Overton High _ School
-Invitational in- Nashville, Tertn. This
tournament is regarded as one of the
Most prestigious tournaments in the
south. Approximately 40 teams frOm
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama,
-pattiapiited
Universtiy was adopted by the Placing behind Calloway in sweep-
university board of regents meeting in stakes honors were Knoxville Vest in
special session here Saturday. The policy statement adopted by the educational opportunities for students second place and Heritage High School
, Gov. Julian Carroll earlier in the MSU board recognizes the "excellent preparing for and pursuing careers in from Nashville in third place.
week had requested the universite_to and well-deserved reputation" of the ._. veterinary medicine and relatedfields having to march again mainly because Several team members
assume- the a&umialtra-tive- -Feapen._ _ .---Hopkinsvilleiabarproviding-diagnosttc- _ '-'-̀ Lastir,---Murray -State University —we-knew hew tired our students were - --.- -- r.--7.-
sibility for -the operation of the services for the farmers, livestock pledges to work with the citizens of after the Friday night game at Tilgh-
producers and veterinarians of West lee LMI, Piage,111,„Ceisamn.4 _ „ man that put us home around midnight, 1.1 •
Kentucky and pledges- that the having to get- up early Saturday;
mrtverstty will --maintaln- arud rehearse,- and trans-Etc; M
hopefully...enhance . these diagnostic Lions Club Radio said. _today's index
_ One Section — 16 Pages
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becoming mostly cloudy tonight
and Tuesday. Scattered showers
and possibly a few thunderstorms
developing today, continuing
tonight and Tuesday. High today
around 75. Low tonight aroad 60.
High Tuesday around 70.
laboralory in an executive order. The
Order 'geed b'y' the governor also
transf&C6d The *rtspoluiibIlity of a
similar didgnostic lab in Lexington to
the University of Kentucky.*
-services._
The statement also pledges the full
cooperation of_ the university with the'
Keptuck, Department of. Agriculture
and the state veterinarian in the
provision of all needed diagnostic
services.
"Thirdly," the policy statement says,
"the university recognized that very
little research is being done in Ken-
tucky on the diseases and production
problems confronting our livestock
industry. Consistent with the mandate
of Governor Carroll's Executive Order,
Murray State University pledges to
establish strong and meaningful
research programs which will focus on
diseases of food-aiiimals. The extent to
which the university, can fulfill -this
mandate depends on the provision of
resources for this task."
The remaining portion of the policy
statement says:
"Fourthly, he University., seoks to
strengthen itsinstructional program by
-utfliiing the Hopkihsville Diagnostic'
Laboratory to provide, where ap-
propriate and feasible, expanded
Auction Set Tuesday
' The-a-rinualiV, furrily Liens Club Ftadio
Auction will open Taesday,'Noveinher
1, at 6:30 p.m._ over Murray Radio
Stations WNBS-WAAW, according to
officials crthe club.
Items for the radio auction which will
run also on the nights of Wednesday and
Thursday, November 2 'and 3, will in-
clude ladies' wear, men's wear,
children's wear, hairdressing items
and services, sporting goods, office
supplies, food, automotive supplies and
services, household items, tools, and
many many more, club officials said.
The auction will be frorn_6:0,,te 30,
p.m. each night and-persons may call
753-4311-to bid onitems. -
Proceeds from the annual auction
will go to special projects of the club
including the "Walking Blood Bank"
for the Murray-Calloway County Area.
The Murray High School Marching
Band won the Memphis,, State
University-Mid-South Band Cham-
pionship Saturday night for the third
straight year marking only the second
time in the history of the contest that
the same band has won three years in a
rovi. -
The band was Presented with five
trophies for capturing the honors: for
superior rating, first place in Class
AAA, the Grand Champion trophy, the,
Highland Hundred Traveling plaque
and the City of Memphis Mayor's
Trophy which was retired to Murray
High for peimanent possession.
. According to Murray High Band
Director Joe Sills, the contest was
somewhat unusual in that a run-off
was required to determine the mayor's
cup recipient. According to unofficial
iaformation given to Sills by the
Memphis State band director, Arthur
Theil, Murray won their class on the
first try by a narrow margin over
Christian County.
At this -contest-Sills explained, five
judges score each band with the highest
and lowest- scores discarded and the
total of the others used to determine the
class winneis. At the conclusion of the
contest all judges vote by secret ballot
for the band they feel deserves the
Mayor's Cup regardless of the band's
class. - -
"AcCotding to ourInforinaticin," Sills
said., "two of the judges voted for
Murray, two for Christian County and
one for Memphis Briarcrest."
The top two band earn the honor of
performing at halftime at-the Memphis
State :gaine that The nucoff
betweew the -three- bands- was to.
determine the two that would be
selected to march that night as well as
to determine the Grand Champion.
"We all felt a little disturbed by
"Christian County bad traveled
Friday-wad spent that night next door to
the stadium," Sills added, "and
Briarcrest of, Ou0e, was on
field:' . '
- "-We really- felt that the adds were
against us because of this and because -
only one band had ever won this contest
three times in its fifteen year history,"
Sills said. "Our students took it all in
stride and did much better in the run-off
than earlier and that night at the
Liberty Bowl had to be the highlight of
the season as the crowd of ap-
proximately 30,000 rose to their feet in
the greatest standing ovation that had
ever been given any band, according to
Memphis._ State authorities,". Sills
added. —
"We are extremely- proud of our
students," the band director said.
"They have been called upon for more
than any band we have ever had in
See BAND, Page 16, Column 3
were
awarded individual trophies. Gail
Tucker placed first in girl's ex-
temporaneous aneakint
was awarded second place in original
oratory. Chuck ,Williams received
second place in boy's extemporaneous
speaking. Luana Colson placed third in
humorous interpretation. Karen
Edwards competed in finals corn.
-*Men original s -
-Other teini- -members, comPethig
were:, Meleah Paschall, Danny Lamb,
Tammy Feltner, Lesa, Hoke, Chandra
Watkins, Craig Redden, Bruce




LAKERS WIN TOURNEY—The Calloway County. speech. team captured
the first place sweePstakes-fion- ors Saturday at the Madison-Overton High
School Invitational- in Nashville. Top row, left to right, are Bruce McManus,
Dale Finney, Larry England, coach, and Danny Lamb. Middle row, Karen Ed-
wards, Meleah Paschall, Chandra Watkins, Tammy Feltner and Craig Red-
'den. Front row, Gail Tucker, John Brinkley, Luana Colson and Chuck
Williams. Staff Photo by Mihe Brandon
A Conversation With The Candidates For Mayor
For the first time in a number of
years, residents of Murray have a
chance to vote for opposing mayoral
candidates in a- General Election,
Democratic nominee Dr. Melvin
Henley and Independent H. Ed
Chrisman.
Henley defeated incumbent Murray
Mayor John Ed Scott in a hotly con-
tes$ed May primary election.
Both are in general agreement on
what the issues in the campaign are-
Henley's association with Murray State
University and whether the Democratic
nominee -will be able to handle the
mayor's jOb, plus his own teaching
duties combined. Other issues -are in
connection with a 15th Street vote.
Both agree Murray is not large
enough for a full time mayor nor city
manager. Both say they don't favor an
occupational payroll tax in the city at
this time and both promise to run the
city efficiently. Henley suggested some
changes in city administration,
Chrisman said there are some city
departments that need special at-
tention.
The 63-year-old Chrisman• up until
about three years ago owned and
operated Chrisman Popcorn Company
in Murray (now Weaver Popcorn
Company). He retired on Sept. 30, 1976,
after staying with the company as an
executive after selling it.
Chrisman, who is married, was born •
and reared in Nashville. After high
school he studied pharmacy, but due to'
the Depression years, tlidn't finish. He
joined Dunn and Bradstreet in 1936,
working with that company until 1950:
The Independent candidate entered
the popcorn concession supply industry
in the early '50's. He went into business
for himself in Murray in 1966. Chrisman
said he built his Murray business to the
point that he made sales in 20 foreign
cow4tes.
H. Ed Chrisman
H. Ed Chrisman talks about two key
issues in his campaign against Dr.
Melvin Henley — the Democratic
nominee's ability to devote the time
needed to the mayor's job, and Dr.
Henley's affiliation with Murray State
University.
"The duties of the mayor's office for
the past several years will not enable
any part time mayor to do the most
effective and productive job the City
requires. The demands on the mayor,
the meetings he has every day, his
necessary control and awareness of
departmental problems requires his
personal attention daily," Chrisman
said.
"I'm conscious of the time Mayor
(John Ed) Scott puts in with his duties
as mayor. There isn't any way, in my
opinion, that a mayor can do his job
without spending 50 to 60 hours a
week," Chrisman .
"The availability of the mayor to the
public la far more impqrtant than the
public may realize. He'll hive groups of
citizens who want or need or require
action of the mayor. Any number of
times a week there are emergencies
that arise daily that if he isn't on the
job, if he hasn't available, then these
decisions can't be made because he is
the executive officer, and he is the one
who should make those decisiOns.
"A part time mayor who may be in a
classroom or a laboratory could not be
reached in an emergency and he would
have to schedule his time for these
demands at his convenience rather
than at the convenience of the public.
And this is of major importance that I
hope the people understand.
"In addition, the mayor must keep in
contact with state and federal agencies.
This is getting to be a time consuming
effort. And, Mayor Scott, frankly has
done more than any mayor has found it
necessary in the past. Unless we obtain
federal and state funds that rightly
belong tb this community, city
government can't supply the services
the public needs, should have, and may
even demand. The money is simply nql
here_ through our tax structure.  We
Chrisman is finishing his second term
on Murray Common Council. He lives
at 814 North 20th Street.
- Dr. Henley, 42, is in his third term on
the 12-member Murray Common
Council. _
The Democratic nominee, who is also
married with five children, grew up in.
Murray, attended Murray High and
graduated from Murray Training
School in 1954. He attended the
.Universitv of ,Nevada at Reno and
Valley College at San Bernadino, Calif.,
before settling in for a BS at Murray
State University in a triple- major,
physics, chemistry, and mathematics.
must depend on state and federal' funds
to carry out a lot of our major M e Ivin Henleyprograms. Currently, federal gover-
nment (Environmental Protection--
Agency) has ordered the city of Mu[ray
to spend $4-million to $.5-million on
upgrading the sewage system.
"Frankly, Murray doesn't need a city
manager at the present time and some-
feel there's often times a ctinflict
between a city manager and mayor. I
..personally doubt that Murray's large
enough for both. As I am not depending
OP the mayor's salary, it enables me ki
spend my time on behalf of city
government that a part time mayor -
could do nor the city afford,""Chrisinan
said.
Chrisman is emphatic -6n Dr:
Henley's association with Murray
State. "I personnaly do not feel that any
employee of a state :controlled in-
stitution should serve- as mayor ,J a
city. The occasion may never arise ut
it appears rather obvious to me thni if
there was some conflict betweer the
employer, whether it be an indubtn.
some other profession, and the ,_ity
-. Continued On Page lli
Dr. Melvin Henley says there are ' 'no
particularly valid or legitimate" issues
'in his campaign against H. Ed
Chrisman.
"My opponent has raised the issue of
-whether I have time to do the job. Anti,
of cburse, I would not have run for the
office if I had not thought that I had
time to do the job. I have been a
member of city government for six
years, and I believe I have observed the
office as close as my opponent or
anyone else.
"All the mayors in the past have been
part time. The office was not set up to
be part to keip from having 'big
government' in a small town. As soon
as you gel a full time position then the
thing begins to Magnify and grow and
become larger because in a bureauracy
or a government, the only way a person
has to enhance his prestige or to
enhance his position is to get bigger and
bigger, that is to hire more people and.
buy more equipment and expand. So, as
soon as you.startfull time govermnent
DEHATE TONIGHT
An open forum debate between
Murray mayoral candidates H. Ed
Chrisman and Melvin Henley will be
telecast of MSU-TV, cable channel
11, from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. tonight.
The debate is sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway League of Women
Voters and the Debate Society at
MSU is assisting members with
parliamentary procedure.
The format will consist of a five
minute address by each tandidate
followed by atterseting---quest4etta
addressed to individual candidates.
Following the questions and an-
swers, the candidates will have the
opporutnity to present a closing
statement.
Dr. Henley received his doctorate
from the University of Mississippi
Oxford, Miss., in 1964, and came to
-Kturray'State in the same year to teach,.
He has remained With MSU since that
time. Dr. Henley is also in business,
--
for the mayor in Murray, you've
Started in on big government. It may
take another five years or another 10
years, but, you are ;Ong to have big
government, as soon as you start with a
full time mayor.
"The university will cut my pay by
one fourth and then they will. cut my
teaching lad'one fourth and they have
always had a very lenient attitude
toward public service. If a person is
engaged in private enterprise, their
attitude is less lenient toward that as it
naturally should be. But the university'
is set up for public service. For ex-
ample, I probably would not have any
extensive committee assignments at
the university that would take up a
large amount of time. They probably
would not require me to serve on these
types of committees because I would
be, in effect, doing public service for
the community, So in addition, to the
one fourth time reduction in teaching
load I probably would be reduced in
committee work to compensate for
more time," 15r. Henley said. ...
"The average teaching load is 14 to /6"
hairs per .week_ So...ykatare_talking of..
operating two mobile courts in the city.
The following two articles are written
from two lengthy, exclusive interviews
Murray Ledger Si Times Reporter
Lowell Atchley conducted with the
candidate.
cutting back to 11 to 12 hours. The
preparation time and paper grading I
normally do in the late hours- of the
night, because I'm a person that goes
seven days a week, 14_ to 16 hours a day.
I enjoy working. I don't really have
hobbies like playing tennis, playing
golf, watching television...
-Dr. Henley -called Chrisman's con-
tention that his affiliation with Murray
State University and influence how he
acts on certain issues "ridiculous."-
_ I've betn on the-city council six years
and no one in the administration at the
university has ever tried to tell me what
to do or even suggest a course qf action
or, aS a matter of fact, even talked to
me about a course of action. A person at.
the-university is more isolated from
people trying to influence their
decisioft than a person out in business
or .out working in another type of at-
mosphere, because we are tenured. My
job is protected by law. I could be fired
only if they took me to circuit court and
preferred charges. So. I don't have to
be afraid of a job. There is no way they














By Abigail Van Buren
1977 h r,e l_dg, Tr,bjne N I Ne./.s Irc
:DEAR ARV: This is in regard to the unhappy wife
w-hose-h-illbaricralViays gfves her unsigned-greeting cards
on special occasions. . • .
He sounds like my "husband. One year he gave me a'"
birthday card with-a $10 check in it. On the card he wrote,
"Put, this away for us to use on our vacation."
Can anybody top this for cheapness? -
WONDERING
• DEAR WONDERINQ: Yes. Read. on. for three toppers: .
DEAR ABBY. For Mother's Day my big-hearted
husband gave me a check for $50 and asked me not to cash
it until after June l Welt, I waited until June 5 to cash it,
but it bounced anyway!
-PORTLAND, ORE.
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine told me that on her
birthday her mother instructed her to go to the desk and
getout-the box-of,handy- "afl-bktbdaya,-ath.then.
put it back in the box!
HYSTERICAL
. 
DEAR ABBY: How's this for a "generous" anniversary
present from a loved one. Just before our 10th anniversary,
my husband asked to borrow $100 so he could buy me
--antnetiihrgareally spia1 I gave itto hint- ht it I never saw -
.7 .that "something special" -and I never saw thy 8100,,againi
- either.
(P.S. He's not my husband anymore.)
GOOD RIDDANCE
DEAR ABBY: What is my obligation to a woman, 30
years in)/ senior, whti is ignorant, petty, vicious,
dernaridlnuseifish and obnoxious? She lives nearby-
does not leave me alone for one day. Everyone in the
family visits her for five minutes and runs. She is my
--rbotherzin-itiw. rind I cannot stand heri
STUCK
DEAR STUCK: Get help, dear. All that hostility,
bitterness and resentment is -doing YOU more harm than
the object of your hatred.
DEAR REA RS: To illustrate how nitich times have
changed in the past 50 years, this item 'appeared in the
Milwaukee Sentinel-in 1927. -
"MILWAUKEE-The Marquette Cniversity dean of
men has announced a ban on private apartments for
men:First thing we know,' he said, 'these apartment
dwellers invite in some girls for a party, and trouble
follows.' Girls must present excuses if out after 11 p.m.,
the dean of women announced, but otherwise will have
Plenty of freedom. They may wear short skirts and apply
rouge as their consciences dictikk
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
.4.34rmawwwwemwor.stemosorwee,
If you'd like to lose weight
before the holidays—



















A delicious Steak that
will melt in your mouth! We serve
it sizzlin' hot with your choice
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Barbara Jordan, Katharine Graham
Among Bazaar's Influential WQmen
NEW YORK (AP) - Rep. Barbara Jor- ing agencies."
clan (1.-Texas), Washington Post publisher • Sarah Caldwell, conductor of the Op-
Katharine Graham and Washington Gov._ era Company of Boston, who was cited for
Dixy Lee Ray are among 10 women select- "a shrewd business sense that. cximple-
ed by Harper's Bazaar magazine as the ments her artistic genius." -
most powerful women in America. • First Lady Rosalynn Carter, who "ral-
The:rna,ppaP reports in its November support for her loogitandingririv_e
issue the 10 .wOmen were chosen partly upgrade mental health." -
because they have "overcome formidable • Billie Jean King, who was the first
odds (by) boldly invading traditionally woman athlete to earn more than $100,000
1;We-dominated areas." in- a single season and 'ahnost single-ban-
Their talents, the magazine said, "have declly established (tennis) as a popular
transformed institutions, created cop°. spectator sport."
--rate empires, affected social change and, • "After only- four years in thellouse oT
by example, helped enhance the status and Representatives, Barbara Jordan already
power of women everywhere." commands more national recognition than
The other Avonieri.natncd were: most of her colleagues can look forward to
• Chart-One Curtis. -the fiiii'woinairto in a lifetime,"ftazair sail Jordan 9iar
earn masthead status" at The New York sternly championed civil rights, amended
Times and. currently editor of its Op-Ed the U.S.. Voting Rights Act and serves on
Page. A newspaper's masthead, which gen- the powerful House Judiciary Committee,"
erally appears on the editorial page, lists the magazine noted.
top executives of the paper. Washington Governor Ray, a biologist
• Lady Bird Johnson, "a spirited and te- who holds a PhD, was the first woman..
naciousartipligner Ifir doiens of - Member and1ti6-first woman chairman- of
•retelha 'projects." the Atomic Energy-COfiunAsion, the rfithiii-
•% ABC's .Barbara Walters, "the first zine said, and continues to serve on the
woman to co-anchor a prime-time network Defense Department's science board.
newscast," who also holds a five-year con- • And Bazaar cited Mrs. Graham be-
tract with ABC for a reported $I million a cause the Profits of her companies -
year. which include ,Newsweek magazine, TV
• Mary Wells Lawrence, founder, chief and radio stations along with The Post -
---exectitiveofficer- and -hoard-  of 'thrive-mere then trrpted to-crier-MOO mil-
Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc., "one of the na- lion, placing her empire among the fa-




O. Mrs. M. M. asks for a
summary of all immuniza-
tions for children and the
age at which they should
be given. She and her hus-
band have three young-
sters and want to see that
they are properly immu-
nized.
A. Congratulations to
you and your husband on
your alertness about the
importance of chilhood
immunizations.
It is a national disgrace
that the average citizen is
paying so little attention to
the available methods of
preventing a number of the
serious infectious diseases.
Already, a few measles
epidemics have brohen out
because of • inadequate
community protection.
Low levels of 'protection
could also allow the sudden
and substantial increase in
polio.
The following is a sum-
mary of the recommenda-
tions of the American
Academy of Pediatrics for
childhood immunizations






Mrs. Helen Cole was hostess
for the meeting of the Penny
Homemakers Club held on
Monday, October 17, at 1:30
p.m. at her home. Mrs. Ernest
Madrey, president, presided.
"Managing Your Feelings"
was the lesson presented by
Mrs. Madrey.
Mrs. Johnny Walker read
the scripture from Matthew
25, had the roll call with each
member answering with one
talent each one has, and took a
survey on the shrubs planted
by the members this year.
The recreation was directed
by Mrs. Vernon Moody.
Mrs. Cole, assisted by Or-
field Byrd, served refresh-
ments to the members ....and
three visitors.
The next meeting will be
held Monday, November 21, at
1:30 p.m. at the Extension
Office with Mrs. Madrey.
tetaihus (lockjaw (-per-
tussis ( whooping cough) -
DPT - at two months, four
months, six months, one-
and-a-half years, and fi-
nally between four and six
years of age.
- Rubeola i measles) at
fifteen months.
- Tuberculosis test ( TB)
at one year.
. - Rubella (Gern?,anzlea-
sles) at fifteen months.
- Diphtheria and tetanus
( Lockjaw) booster shots at
14 to 16 years.
The fall of the year is
generally regarded as the
best season for bringing
immunizations up to date.
Out of 52 million Ameri-
can children 15 years of
age, about 20 million or
almost 40 percent, are in-
completely , immunized
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Rudy Jackson of
Hardin has been a patient at




Mrs. Charles Hopkins of




Will Whitnell of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT •
Clarence Horton of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Odell Jarrett of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
SURGERY PATIENT -
Mrs. Hugh (Larue) Wallace
of Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,




Murray has been a patient at
Lourdet SosTpital; Paducah.
against one or more of the
preventable childhood dis-
eases.
A renewed effort is un-
der way to immunize over
90 percent of all children
under 14 years of age by
October, 1979, and to estab-
lish a system that is more
or less permanent to main-
tain a high level of inimun-
ization.. The project is
known as Immunization
Initiative aridis supported
by President Carter, the
Department of Health, Ed-
ucation and Welfare,
health professionals in the
public and private sectors,
industry, , and a number of
voluntary groups. The U.S.
Congress has appropriated
a record high of $23 million
of federal funds for im-
munization initiative.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Charles York of Hardin
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
INJURED IN FALL •
Miss Audie Green of Murray
suffered injuries in a fall while
visiting in the home of friends
in Louisville. Her friends and
relatives may send her cards
or letters to Audie Green,
Baptist Hospital East, Room
431, 4000 Kresge Way,
Louisville, Ky., 40207.
•- Warped. saucepans and skil-
lets perform inefficiently. Uten-
sils with flat bottoms hug the
heating units and get the most
ut of them.





Baby Girl- Pierce-- (mother
Donna), Rt. 1, Kirksey.
DISMISSALS
tAl.rs. Wanda r-ashtan and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Linda C. Nance and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Cottage --Grove;
Tn.; Miss Sharon K. Vasquez,
69 Riviera Cts., Murray,
Chan ies-SanderferRt. 1,
Wingo, William S. Boren, Rt.
5, Cadiz., CatbeY A. Majors,
913 S. 8th., Mayfield, Charles
M. Broach, 1805 Westwood,
Murray, MIS. Lucille?. Ross,
109 N. 7th., Murray, Bradley
S. Kelso, 806 Sunny Lane,
Murray, Mrs Mary K.
Downing, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Dottie L Bailey, 1705 Wells
Blvd., Murray, Barbara E.
Tucker, 500 Olive, Murray,
Mrs, Mary J. Vincent, Rt. 5,
Murray, Christopher W.
Ftenfrue, NeW 'Concord, Mrs.
Iola B. Crowell, Rt. 2, Hazel,'
Jesse-T. Huddleston, Rt. 1,
Cend.ea_IL,MrS. Mary E.







(=Aar Ginger), -Rt,- 1,
Murray, Baby Boy Falwell
(mother Beth), Rt. 4, Murray,.
Baby Girl Resig (mother
Janice), 1714 Wells Ext.,
Murray.
- -. • - • •
Mrs. Cathy S. Feagin, Rt. 2,
Boaz, Mrs. Genola A. Harp
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Murray,
Patricia A. McKinney, Rt. 3,
Murray, Jennifer L. Higgins,
Rt. 3,., Murray, Jennifer L
Jones,,Rt..1, Alma, Michelle L
Kimbro, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Martha T. Raymond, Fern
Terrace 14g., Murray, Dr.
John C. Quertermous, 1308
Wells Blvd., Murray, W. Hal
Smith, Rt. 1. Kirksey, Aaron
-T. Swain, 627 Broad, Murray,
Mrs. Jackie W. Weatherford,
1616 -Packlane, MurraYf Mr*.
Christine N. Wilkins, 113
Carter Rd., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Flossie M. Clark, 606 Elm,
Murray; Vance W: Hart*Rts I, -
Cottage Grove, Tn., Rufe
Spann, FtL 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Mary B. Hopkins, 507 Poplar,
Murray, Dennis Lamb (ex-
pired), Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Mamie Divis (ekpired),
Hurt, Murray, Guy A. Rutland
(expired', Almo.
- ,7.46?aze744.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Glover,
Shady Oaks Trailer Court,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby, girl, Sabrina Muddle,
weighing six pounds one
ounce,-rneasuring 19 inches,
born on Thursday, October 6,
at four a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The-new father is with the
Edwin Cain Construction
Company. The new mother is
on leave as fifth grade teacher
of the McEndree Grade
School, Flora, Ill. .
Grandparents are the Rev.
and Mrs. W. Edd Glover and
Mr. .and Mrs. James H.
Washer, Jr., all of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
and _Mrs Jim Washer of
Kirksey and Mrs. Zelpha
Cochran of Murray.
WARD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ward of
Hazel Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, James
Edward, weighing nine
pounds five ounces,
measuring 211/2 inches long,
born on Wednesday, Octobet
5, at 735 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Kimberly Gay, age six. The
father is sell-employed as a
farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. L.L. Rushing of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Ovie Ward
of Farmington Route One. A
great grandmother is Mrs.
Allis Ward of Mayfield.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business inforination I bring
will save your family time and money.







 Fraeces Drake  
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBEH 1. 1577
What kind of day will
tomato* be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
'roc:A
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Ali. 20)
A good day for dealing with
superiors, with persons.. in..
authority generally. Any or all
should be receptive to your
ideas.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stimulating influences now
heighten your ' ambitiehii and
energies, but don't overtax
yourself. Delegate some tasks
to associate's.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 114*
A more or less routine day,
but some slightly un-
conventional and off-beat ac-
tivities- during the evening
hours could be fun. -
CANCER
(June 22 to Julr 23) PO
Fine lunar influi.nreg  ..A
favorable report now gives-you
the "green light" to go ahead :
with important plans, decisions.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Tone down your innate
aggressiveness and self-will
now. Certain associates will be
otersensit-Vet 7teserit in-
terference of any kind.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riPkii.
A top perforiligtice needs only
your good management and will
power --rarely found wanting
in .the Virgoan. Don't waste
time on nonessentials and,
above all, don't underestimate
- - -
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to-Oct. 23) Arl
This could" be a livelier day
than anticipated, and YOU can
,,meet all situations with irace
and agility. Romance favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. .f2)
A fine ontidok. Avoid the
unconventional, hasty or
erratic, however. You have real
, opportunity -to achiews; don't
spoil it through indifference or
sporadic effort.
-SAGITTARIUS '
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
Some interesting activities
indicated, ,hut.. certain "dull"
matters will require attention'
nonetheless. . Attack with
determination and a realistic
point of vie*. ,-
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20). Xi
An, appropriate lime for
reconnaissance. Make sure of
all procedures. Review
precedents and experiences of
others for enlightenment.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '.11
You must recognize your
slifilitatliiis, of course, but DO
striyeto widenYouOmedaries,
broaden your horizons. • Your
imagination at -a peak now.
P1SCES _ X
(Feb. 20 to Mai: 20)
Your intuition is one of the
strongeat in the' zodiacal
spectrum. If you get a hunch
now, act on it. Stars are on your
side.




Sign, Scorpio, has given the
world _many highly original
-.people' - brilliant scientists.,. -
clever inventors, oUtstanding
writers-and musicians. You are
creative, imaginative and
magnetic of personalRY butyou-
MUST curb any tenderkies •
toward obstinacy and
overaggressiveness or you may
alienate many who could prove
invaluable allies along your
way. The law and medicine are
excellent fielfls for your talents_






























For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314




















WT The Little Girl
Who Lives






























Self-Repaired Pose Health Hazard
"Do it yourself" projects sores and other more serious
eery be fun and economical, lesions. • -
But if you try to repair Or The same principles hold
reline a denture yourself, it true for the repair of broken
may cost you not only more dentures. If a denture breaks,
-money but year health. Lf_lts not evy le put it together
The denture is not a pro- yourself. Solvents found in
duct like -a jam") that can be some idtm sari: damage_ the
ifiteci,"tapid--crispileecTingitli:- -denture plastics and imtaTe
er. A denture is part of acorn- the mouth. An improperly
plea, living oral structure. Its repaired denture can be use-
shape is permanentk but it and even harmful. _
musfffiteractin preasion with Similarly, a- -binken--
changing, living tissues and the ture should not be taken to a
muscles and joints of the feee, dental laboratory. Laboratory
Over it period of time, personnel cannot legally work
even the most precisely fitted on a denture without a -writ-
denture can loosen and be- ten authorization from. den-
- C°Ine a •
porting gums and bones con- The breakage of a denture
tinuously change. Only your while eating, incidentally, is
family dentist can determine often a sign of a need for ad-
what important changes have justment of the denture by
taken place and in what areas. the dentist..
A danger in relining a den- Remember:
ture yourself with a continer,- - 1. If a denture does not
cial kit is uneen pressures on fit coitifortably or feels loose,
the ridge that supports the allow your dentist to, make
fiap-bice The - pressure east- -the neeessasy- alteeetions be-
ggth and lions--.4nra.a..serious. lusalth. problem,
shr.ink_away_runi .cause the arises__
-
131-111tting dentures- -ean take it to- your dentist for
arrielVrt1w--shrinkinfisencesti - -repaii: Don't -atteritptit pita, -
reducing the denture wearer's self, or allow any other non-
ability to chew and accenting dentist to try to "fix" it.
deep aging lines and wrinkles Regular checkups with
at the corners and around the your dentist will prevent





Discussion Group will meet at
Calloway Public -Library at
seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Dexter Center.
- Ellis Center will be_ open
-S1ocy Hour iv outreach ':...frointeaa.m. to three p.m. for
Progral of Calloway Public Senior Citizens.
- Library will be at Douglas-
`Center at three pAn. Murray TOPS Club will
meet al-the Health Center at
levee Ilan-
.
' Delta Department, Murray
'Woman's Club, will meet in
the downstairs -of -the dub
-Ixillee.„rat. 7:3(1p m with Ftep 




Depillment will begin at four
p.m., at the park office at
North Tenth and Payne
Streets_ •
P.E.O. dinner will be at six kappa Department, Murray
Pm. in Holiday Inn's Red Woman's Club, will meet on
Room, followed by program . main floor of the club house at
on Coney College by Miss Lois 7:30 p.m. with program by
Berg, guest, at seven p.m. Murray High School Stage
Band.
League of Women Voters
will sponsor an open forum ---Murray Assembly No. 19
-mairramy eendirdattrartlerefthe-RaMbow for Girls-
Oirialuall and Melvin _Hetday-,_will mettaLgeven p.m. at the
Cable-W Chamie1-1-1--froni
night 10 ireuth - 'r-*--1-;•-•%-'— ---
Howard will be moderator. Jessle-Ludwick Circle, Fleet
Persons may send questions to Presbyterian Chinch,. will
'Mary Jane Littleton, '809 
meet at 1:30 ?.m. at the home
Sharp Street, Murray, or 
Of-Lola 
D°w"
and Paul Gregory Mansfield much that dentures can no _ occurring.. • attend the forum with
Mr. and Mrs:" Seines H. Outland of Murray announce the
,
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Brenda Ann, to Paul Gregory Mansfield, „Mil of Mr. and Mrs.-
" Paul Mansfield of Murray.
Miss Outland is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lodema Jackson ,
- - and the late Goeble Jlickson, and Mrs. Lois Outland and the
late Oval Outland. She is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is attending Murray State University.
Mr. Mansfieliiis the-grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Noah,
Mansfield of Eckman and Mr. and Mrs. Pat Rowland of
Murray. He is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently employed at Quality Service Heating Company.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, December Discussed By Agent
2, at 6:30 p.m. at the Ebn Grove Baptist Church. A reception
will follow the ceremony.
• -NZ TAWS. and relatives areIniit4 Witten(' the wedding--




ItingerLbia-...ikiehalic -wove ----1-fes a-ecily-ot 4 •.ditstUre
without Surgical' rebuilding of" Care pamphlet, "Don't Do It
the mouth. Yourself," write the American
Do-it-yourself 'refiner ma- Dental Association, Dept;-C.,
teriais can alto irritate gums, .211 E. Chicago AT...Chicago,
tongue and cheeks. Constant IL 604311:, Enclose 15 cents
irritation an lead to open to cover handling and postage.
4Sesrasss:' _ -revs Arp,a-singlawilitneet
at Bank of Benton at seven
p.m. with Reita Moody,




Murray Jaycees will have
its char:date- and popcorn
station at the Old City Park .
, . startinuat six p.in. Jaycees
gp
will also man corners to direct
repartngChestnuts trick-or-treaters.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at the -Health
Streets. 
North 7th and Olive
• , 
From tat Desit_ni ,, _will keep.even 
Murray Senior Citizens will
longer ilk 101W_ sea. ti &dr cell/
Jean W. Clear freezer.
County Extension Agent Blanch chestnuts by putting kerequilt itnat thea.m3ank. to four p.m.
for Home Economics ' them in boiling water and ,
cHErnans, letting them stand two f
"DIFFERENT" ONE 
minutes.. Remove a few at a
C 
Hallaweei liontli; Hazel 
oinrnunity Center, sponsored
time, cool slightly, then peel
Unlike other nuts, Chinese _du shell and inner akin -at. by Hazel Units of -WOW, will -
• starek---same time with paring Eifi-:—be open front-*-30-




a- returlifor themutetrti'tWo. 
water
b
aharP, spines. These ,drop _tt: Cool in cold water and Pack 
Open house and Juliettelbw
the tree and *Hz co litpul vses, tightly in freezer containers- . seir(t)uthd cabay party will be at Girl
kitieheiengele--eerved-hir -fa—the MAL-- eile' Immediately at 0
eekim 
without 
mous statue of David from a
marble block on which anoth- they have a chance to get c  defrosting. and .m parents
Refreshments 
will be
confuse them with horse served with a charge of 25
chestnuts. .. ,.,or .buckeyes. Spacers:Club Holds cents per person._
C.alloway County Girl Scants
p.
er sculptor had work. moldy or wonnt—imit-don't- 
 from 330 to 5:30
started
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With o perchese of oiircing earrings
FREE Profess...el Pane. while yen aert mean
steals nonakereinic, nen4ezie ...Ey
Ifantess steel piaming Owls. Penesel cease. na
11.6.1 ego 15 sad no soar II
We are-pleased to .annattare-thitt-
frtty• Chaney. bride-elect of Lexie
• Cobb. has selecied her Pottery and
- Stainless from our complete bridal
registry. -- .





Gather up chestnuts before &go= F or lower. Use in
Except for - the seed_poda,_ ..., .- • - . _ . ,
these nuts look very much .-. - Tuesday, November 4-
alike. Buckeyes are bitter- Kegular Meeting First Baptist Church
tasting and poisonous. Women will meet at 9:15 a.m.
e' Chestnuts and buckeyes are At Begley Horne at the church.
about the same color, but
chestnuts are usually a little The Racer Homemakers
flatter-sided, with one end Club met for the October
coming almost to a point. meetingKat the home of Mrs.
ROASTING CHESTNU'rS Tom (Linda) Begley with
Roasted chestnuts are an Brenda Coop, president,
old-time favorite, reminiscent distributing membership lists.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. M.C. Garrott at ten
a.m., Dorothy with Mrs.
Castle Parker at 10:30 a.m.,
and Bea Walker with Mrs.
of the days before a blight 1.11P—als9 AO ,a,, program_ charkslial t 7 30e a : p.111.
killed off most of the native discussion on "Managing
American chestnut trees. Your Feelings." Parents of Murray
To roast them in their shell, Linda Begley presented 
Preschool Corporation will
,-
slash through the shells on the material concerning "Con- meet 
at 7:30 p.m. at MSU
flat side of the nuts. Put them, sumer Product Safety." This Early 
Childhood Center with
cut sides up, on a baking sheet is an especially vitalgopic for Dr. 
Stephen Shechtznan. as
and toast in a 400-degree F homemakers with -children, 
guest-speaker.
lBegey said.oven until tender. Insert a fork Mrs. 
First United Methodistthrough the cut in the shell ta Wanda Mosley presented
notes about "Kitchen Storage Church Women will Meet at
ten a.m. with executive
test tenderness. It should take
about 20 minutes. and Arrangements." She also
Chestnuts are perishable at treasurer's report. • — coffee served at 
9:30asn and
aca  attte: church.meeting 
at nine' STORING CHESTNUTS gave the secretary-  
room temperature, even in the Plaris were made to write'
shell. They'll keep several letters of commendation for - —_a ,_. Doran .Circle willmeet 
_
months if you refrigerate the country extension 'service - 
Faith 
o p.m. in the Senior
them in loosely-covered work to state congressmen. yeettrur




FREEZING CHESTNUTS the hmtess-




Waters Circle will meet
Methodist Church
. wing the general meeting.
Shelled, blanched chestnuts The next meeting will De





In 1913 the Federal income tOx
was a 16 page pamphlet Today It has more
than 1,000 pages of fine print. Federal, state
ond local tax laws ore becoming more
complex and are constantly changing.
A Certified Public AccountontC,fvPX-
provides professional up-to-date tax
CPAs ore one of the best
sources bt help available to you when you
are preparing your income tax return, Large
and small businesses and individuals call on
CPAs to provide this service
In addition to other accounting services.
CPAs are authorized to represent
you before the Internal Revenue Service should
your return be examined.
For quality tax service, consult a
professional-your CPA
One on o Swift
b Nab you gen 10 know nse. CPA
Kentucky Society of
  Certified Public accountants
4' 
(Ruth) mouth, no Williams St. Leo's Catholic_ Church
Avenue, __on__ Thursday, Women's Guild will meet at
November 10, at "nine a.in. one p.m. at Gleason Hall.
4. :
TOUR SOUTH AMERICA—Mrs. Thomas C. Nik. left.
and her daughter, Jacqueline Nix, right, recently toured
South America. Points in their itinerary included Bogota,
Coro-mbia, Ecuador, Peru. Chile, Argentina, lguassu Falls,
Argentina, Brasilia, Biaril gib De. Janeiro, Brazil, and
Manativgrazo, Mts. Nix is the former Gladys Parks of
Murray, sister of Otto Parks, Mrs. John Riley, and Mrs.
Fred Phillips. She. and her husband, the Rev. Nix,
associate pastor of Calvary Baptist Church, lexington,
'elide by** city, mks Nix is an English trachet at Men:—
tqn High School, texilgton. _
Golden Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Gardner
Mr. and Met. Edd Gardner of Hardin will be honored with a
50th wedding anniversary reception on Sunday, Nevember 6,
between the hours of two and fourp.m. at the home of their son
-and daughter4n-law, Larry and Sue Gardner, Hardin.
The Gardeners were married Novemlles 6, 1927, in Paris,.
And were atiendecHrztil_dy&.__Bakerandlhe tatelleorgil
Connor Baker who were married on the same day.
-Ws:-Gardilei; the formertutte-Thweatt,-is-the-dauglier
-di& ate be K. azicTVeri-ThWeatt of Hardin.-ME-Girdner ts
Meson of tbe hit* DoWaitattiii Gardnerof Hardin.
They have one son, Larry Gardner; four grandchildren,
Debra MYers, Tim Gardner, Rae-Ann-Gat'dner.an-d-Alan Gar-




SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOC. 
To
Johnson and Whitnell Ave.
•••••••• 0* IMO 41041M•••
Tuesday, November 1
Murray Lions Club Radio
, Auction will be from 6:30 to
11:30 p.m. over Radio Stations
WNBS—WAAW.
Your city governMent has not functioned as well as it could because of a lack
of communication. This lack is' not limited to the administration and Council, but
is apparent from one department of the city to another. Your government can-
t-lone streamlined by citing generalities anctby listing projects that have already
been worked up by Council Committees as programs to be done.
I refer to the CentralPurchasing, which has been discussed extensively by the
Street and Sanitation Committees, of which lam a MeMber. We•are presently in
the process of building, with the help of a State grant-in-aid, a central garage for
city vehicles. This structure will include a„warehouse area and office for a pur-
chasing division, which will be implemented within the next year,
' I refer to the computerization of various city functions-which was discussed at
length by the Central Utility Billing Committee, chaired by Dr. Lowry, of which I
was a member. The Committee, after ,extensive study-rejected the idea for the
present as being too costly for results produced. We agreed that we should
review this subject again-during the coming year. ,
I refer to the 4.5 to 5 Million dollar upgradiog of-the Sewer System, which has
been in the planning stage for more than two years" under the direction of the
Water and Sewer Committee. This really is not the biggest 'project ever un-
4Iertaken by the City. It is the biggest dollar-wise because of inflation. However. a
Sewer System upgrading was done under Mayor Holmes Ellis which far ex- .
ceeded this project in scope and magnitude if measOred in work done and
britks,•mortar, steel, pipe, and concrete expended. And by the way. Mayor Ellis
did quite nicely on this project as a part-time Mayor.
None "of the projects or activities cited'above have been wo-rked on . • .
ponent. I have been directly involved with most of them as a Committee mem-
-ber, and on the rest as a consultant for other Council Members, who regularly
ask for my help on projects undertaken_by -their Contmittees.
As a matter of fact, 1-would like for my pppcinent to state publicly just exactiv
-what project for upgrading or improvement of any City System he has ever been
involved in during his 4-year tenure on the Council. I personally cannot remem-
ber anything he ever directly worked on or proposed, other than three attempt;
to purchase 21 police cars for use as personal transportation. •
' shalt enumerate the plans I have been working on with the help of most of
the either Council Members iii another advertisement. This -ptan is no-rvomellung
thave thought up because I am involved in.an election and need something to
make it look as if I have been working. No — this plan has beer in the process of
implementation for the past 18 months, and the groundwork for it has been laid
in previous actions taken_by the Council. I am not in the position of running for
Mayor on the basis of what I might do if elected — 1 have many hours of positive
action behind me in my work on the Council. Certainly I have made mistakes —
primarily.because I have been doing something, I have not sat in my seat corn.'
plaining that the Council would not take .my every. suggestion. but have im-
plemented what the Council thought.wis Wise.and taken' their no for an answer
' when necessary. - •
e
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Should We Swap
Ours For Theirs?
• By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINOON- f AP) Shoilld the
United States swap about a million
Americans for an- equal number of
Russians, with eaCh group serving as
hostages in the other's cities?
How about exchanging U.S. and
Soviet leaders and using then' as
hostages so that "neither side would
attack the other for fear of killing its
own leading citizens"?
These suggestions were among those
-offered by--people-responding to an
unusual _ advertisement for ideas on
stopping the nuclear weapons race. The
ad was placed by a Pennsylvania
political science professor working
temporarily at the Pentagon.
Dr' Martin E. Goldstein, who holds
the temporary. title of assistant to the
deputy director for negotiations and
arms control, said, he .drafted the ap7
peal in an effort to generate -a fresh
source ideas' on ways to stop the
spread of nuclear weapons. -r
"- "I asked Myself how it Would be
possible to reach people who have been
-thinking-of this problem but who don't
know how to make their views known,"
said Goldstein, a 37-year-old associate
professor at Whiner College-An Chester,
Pa., now at the -Pentagon ' tirre
fellowship.
"I decided that, one way was to put
notices in a couple of professional
journals. It wouldn't cost the govern-
ment anything. So last February and
March, I put notices in the Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists and in PS, journal of
_the political science community- .
A career bureaucrat would be
unlikely to do anything like that. But
Goldstein said he regards himself as a
kind of free soul - "I'm outside the
government" syStem, So I ,could do,
something like this."
As a result, Goldstein said, he
received about 25 written replies
ranging from the bizarre to the prac-
tical, a number of them accompanied
hy extensive discussions.
"Some came from fantastic Crack-
pots," Goldstein said. " But there are
some from very knowledgeable
people."
He has digested and summarized
some of the ideas he received and plans
to forward them to David McGifford,
assistant defense secretary for inter-
national security affairs.
Some of the other suggestions of-
fered:
-"Arouse public awareness of the
dangers of nuclear weapons
proliferation...by tairiag rash actions
that ,will reawaken the public's horror
of nuclear war: Such actions might
Include renewal of atmospheric (test)
shots, lo -scheduled as to be tourist
attractions."
-"Press the World Bank and Other
such lending institutions to deny credit
to those nations that acquire nuclear
weapons."
--,'"Decrease the number of nuclear
warheads in national arsenals by
substituting a certain number of "dud"
warheads on actual missiles. Since the
enemy won't know which warheads are
duds, a nation could have the same
deterrent with a reduced number of live
warheads."
Still others offered ideas on
prohibiting production or shipment of
nuclear weapons materials, shutting'
existing ntielear power plants and
strengthening international inspection
and enforcement powers.
Events At Murray State
Monday, October 31
This is the last day to drop regular
sixteen-week classes with a "WP" or
"WE".
Tuesday, November 1
The Murray State Reader's Theatre'
will present "To London and Rome,"
beginning at 8 p.m. in . the Student
--tenter- Auditorium. Admissiva is -76--
cents per person. The public is invited.
Thursday, November 3
A faculty recital presented by Prof.
Carl Rogers, baritone, and -Thomas
Baker, pianist, will begin at 8:15 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of theFirie Arts
Center. =
Friday and Saturday
November 4 and 5
Murray State's Women's tennis team
will be at Eastern Kentucky University
at Richmond competing in the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament.
Friday, November 4
through Wednesday, November 16
An exhibit in graphic design and
photography by Vicki Masden,
Louisville, and an exhibit in drawing by
Consumer Comment
Rodney Flidt, Paducah, will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
the Fine Arts Center.
Saturday, November 5
The seventh annual Chemistry
Scholarship Touniamentaponsored by
the Department of Chemistry and
Student Affiliates of the- American
Chemical Society will -be held from. a
a.m. until - noon in Room 320 of the
Blackburn Science Building. This
program is open to high school students
only.
Murray State's men's cross country
team will be _in Bowling ,Green., par-
ticipating in the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships, beginning at 10:30 a.m,
Saturday, November 5
Murray State will meet Austin Peay
in an OVC football game beginning at
1:30 p.m. in Stewart Stadium.
-The Bluegrass State CB Club con-
vention will be held in Beshear Gym-
nasium from 5 until 11 p.m.
The Murray State basketball Racers
will play an intrasquad exhibition game
at Paducah Community College,
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Questions Creditors Cannot Ask
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
When applying for credit recently, a
young 'woman was asked specific
questions concerning her marital
status. . Under the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act creditors are not
allowed to inquire about a verson's
marital status if someone is applying
for an individual, unsecured account
tone which does not require you to
pledge your property in case you cannot
repay).
If you apply for a joint account or a
secured account, you may be asked
your marital status. However, when
applying for home mortgage, creditors
may ask, but you are not required to
answer, questions about your marital
status, race, color, religion or national
origin. -
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act
was passed by Congress to insure that
when applying for credit you will be
judged on your ability to repay, not on
other unrelated. factors. This act
prohibits denial of credit on the basis of
race, religion marital status, sex, age,
wh,gther or not you receive income
through a public assistance program,
or whether you have exercised your
rights under the Consumer Credit
Protection Law.
If you rely on alimony, child support,
or separate maintenance payments
from a former spouse as your income,
the creditor must consider these
payments as income as long as they are
regular. A creditor can *sit whether
any of the income listed on Our credit
application is from alimony, child
support, or separate maintentance
payments, but only if you are told
beforehand that you .did not have to
reveal that income if you did not want it
considered when deciding you credit
eligibility.
You are also not required to choose to
pse Ms., Miss., Mrs., or Mr, on the-
credit application since thin could lead -
to discrimination on ilialiananol sea or
marital statts.- Any information
• •
concerning birth control practices-or
your _intentions or ability to have
children is also prohibited. You may be
asked, however, the number and ages
of your dependents.
Creditors cannot refuse to grant you
an individual account because of your
sex, marital status or due to another-
factor specifically outlawed by the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act. An
account can be listed in your married or
maiden name, or a combination of both,
such as Mary Johnson Smith, -Mary
Johnson, Mary Smith, or Mrs. John
Smith.
If you qualify for an individual,
unsecured account, the creditor cannot
require your spouse to co-sign the
credit agreement. Should a co-signer be
necessary to back up the account so
that you can obtain the amount of credit
you want, the creditor may ask
someone to co-sign and thus be liable on
your account; however, you cannot be
required to have that person be your
spouse. _
Within 30 days after applying for
crebit, • you must he notified -whether'
you were granted or ref usecIthat credit.
If you are refused credit, the creditor
must then give you a written notice with
a statement of specific reasons for the
refusal, or a notice stating that you
have 60 days to request such a
statement. Also Included must be a
statement of the provisions of the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act, and the name
and address of the federal agency to





Net Ryan- Hughes,-Tresident of .the
Calloway County Bar Association, has
been invited to participate in the
Kentucky Conference of laeal Bar
Presidents the day prior to the con-
vening of the Kentucky State Bar
Association's midyear convention at
Lexington on November 9 and 10.
Deaths reported include Dr. H. H.
-Ray, veterinarian, age 83.-- --
The Rev. Robert Burchell, minister
of St. John's Episcopal Church, will be
the speaker at the World Community
Day program at Goshen Methodist
Church on November 3.
Mrs. Effie Kingifts was honored with•
a surpnse dinner on her 90th birthday
on October 28 at the home' of • a
daughter, Mrs. Sherwood Potts.
"Lee Warren Fox, Paul Crockett, Joe
P. Fisher, and Haley Stokes (all TVA
employees) left this morning for a ten
days'. pheasant -hunt- -in- Nebraska,"




Dr. Harry M. Sparks spoke at the fall
roundup of the Business .and
„1),rofessional Women's Club held
October 26 and 27 at Kerilake Hotel. He
was introduced by Mrs. Rubye Pool of
the Murray Club.
Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Wyatt celebrated
their 54th wedding anniversary on
October 27 with a dinner at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morgan.
Bill Solomon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Solomon, has won a city cir-
culation contest sponsored by the Daily
Ledger & Times.
Births reported include a boy,
Tommy Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrlyin
Ross Oliver on October 15, a boy, Gary
Minton, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Perdue on
October 27, and girl, Vickie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Edwin Fennell-on October
18.
Vaughn hit for thirteen points for the
Murray Training School Colts, but they
lost to Fulgham High School in a
basketball game at Fulgham.
30 Years Ago
Norman Lovins and Haley Stokes,
Murray-policemen, early yesterday
morning arrested two men who were
being hunted in this area for armed
robbery in Dover, Tn., on October 28.
Norma Jean Farris has been named
the Murray High School football queen
of 1947. Her attendants were Joan St.
John and Betty Thurman.
The Kentucky Baptist Student Union
convention will be held at the First
Baptist Church, Murray, October 31 to
November 2. Dr. Duke McCall, Mrs.
John Hamilton, William Hall Preston,
Dr. W.C. Boone, Dr. Carlyle Marney,
and Dr. M.T. Heath will be among the
speakers.
Ortis Key has been named as new
manager of the Martin Oil Service
Station here.
Ralph D. Churchill, formerly of
Murray,_ has been named editor of the
Southern News, a monthly publication
of theSouthwesternBaptist Theologiral
Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas.
If you have a question or complaint
about the inquiries a creditor can or
cannot make, contact the Office of the
Attorney General, Consumer
Protection Division, 'Frankfort, Ky.
40601. The office has found that it can
most effectively deal _with written-
complaints and encourages you to
Write. HOwever,- if you have ain
emergency situation eillt the toll-free
ConStnnEr Hotline at 14100471-2960.
'
Miirray Ledg-er & Times
Publisher ............ ... Walter L. Apperson
Editor R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every -afternoon except Sundays, July 4,.Chrisl-
mos Day, New year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Mirray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th Si.
Murray, Ky. 45071. Second Class Postage _ Paid at
Mw'ray,K1 45071.
ON RATES: In areas served by
carriers, 92.50 per month, Payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hr-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, In.. $17.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations, 132.50 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association,and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association r-
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
!Adger di Times as well as all other AP news. •
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
BusinenrOffice 
Classified Advertising .  . 753-1916









awaits Kentucky voters when they go to
:Atm to olte;:er
about calling a constitutional con-
vention to rewrite the state's 1891
document.
Kentuckians have had an opportunity
to be well informed about the
procedures necessary to ehange the
-I-constitution 
across the state and the news media
have carried stories on these debates.
T-here-iSsiotof-rnisohtleestandlnri--
, what question-the people will deride.
The question on the ballot will be "the
calling of a convention to revise_the
constitution." This does not mean that
the people are changing the con-
stitution. in laymen's -language,_ the:-
voters will' have another chance at
deciding on change. -
If the question is approved by 291,785
voters, the people will elect a delegate
from each of the 100 House of
Representatives districts to study and
propose changes and a new con-
stitution. Then, it will be up to the 1978
General Assembly to finance, and set
the necessary legal arrangements
under which the convention will
- operate.
When their work is done, presumably
in 1979, then the proposed new
Today'
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday., Oct. 31, the 304th
day of 1977. There are 61 dab's left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1517, Martin Luther
nailed his 95 theiies on the chapel door
at Castle Church in Wittenberg,
Germany.
On this date:
▪ In 1674, Dutch forces evacuated what
is now New York City.
In 1754, Columbia University had its
beginning as a royal charter was
granted to King's College in New York.
In 1864, Nevada became the 36th
state.
In 1955, Britain's Princess Margaret
said in a radio broadcast: "I would like
it to be known that I have decided not to
marry Group Captain Peter
Townsend."
In 1956, Britain and France bombed
• Egypt in the Suez War between Egypt
and Israel.
1__n_ 1959,a former U.S. 14arine, Lee
Harvey Oswald, told reporters in
Moscow he never would. return to the
United States.
Ten years ago: Lt.-Gen. Nguyen Van
Thieu took the oath of office as
president of South Vietnam.
Five years 'ago: The cabinet of
Chile's President Salvador Allende
resigned after ',three weeks of strikes
pat had crippled his country's
economy.
One year ago: Polls showed that
President Gerald Ford had drawn
almost even with Jimmy Carter as the
nation prepared to vote in a national
election.
Today's birthdays: Actress Barbara
Bel Geddes is 55 years old. Former
King of Cambodia Norodom Sihanouk is
55 years old. +. _ ak -
Thought for today: All things come to
him who waits, proVided he knows whet
12e is wiriting fon- -President-Woodraw,
WilsOn, 1856-1924.
•dociunent will be -,submitted to the
voters in 1980 for approval (ratification
in legellanafiage).-If Kentackians
like the new proposal, they can turn it
,down.
Kentucky has had four constitutions,
or three revisions from the original
adopted in 1792 when the Com-
marina1t11 lientucky_heeame_the__
15th state.
Changes were made in 1799, again in
-1850 and-M-1891, when ther-Ctirrent -
constitution was adopted.
There have been veral amend-
ments adopted by th pros e on a ballot,
a proposed change pproved to
two successive seSsi General
.:the.. change.AaselillAY. 4LE.-
processs
_ The last erne dment approvedby the
people was the revamping of the state's
court system that -becomes effective
this January, changing to a new four-
tier court system, eliminating county,
police court and magistrates' courts.
All the functions of these three courts
will, be taken over by the new District
Court system.
Kentuckians should face the fact that
the state's highest court, Court of
Appeals until January 1975 when it
became the Supreme Court, have had
to .make some very liberal rulings to
keep the state operating.
Probably the most contrdversial of
these rulings Was the so-called "rubber
dollar opinion" handed down in the
early 1960's- to -permit paying a living
wage to state employes.
- .Up until that time, the highest salary
that could be paid, with few exceptions
was $7,500.
The real p- roblem in Kentucky is that
Kentuckians apparently are con-
stitutionally opposed to changing the
constitution, and that probably stams
from .the fact that a minority of the
citizens know little about the state's
constitution. They have a vague idea
that we have a constitution.
One of the major problems in getting
enough voters to Opprove the calling of
the contention is the fact that voting
drops off as the People get toward the
bottom of the ballot. Fortunately, tHis is
not a year when the governor will be
elected. I is-one of those off years when
state represenlatises, state senators
and new district judges will be elected.
It will be -a relatively short ballot in
most-eounties.
This is a question the voters should
study before going to the polls Nov. 11.
Voters should remember this vote just
giyes the opportunity to draft a new
constitution, and that they will have




Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification-. The-phone-
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interekt
Editors reserve the , right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence "to:. -
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,..Box 32, Murray1lcy._41071.
hEART1INE
HEARTLiNE is a servitwe for seatbr
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems -fast. If
you have a -question*: a probelm not
answered in these columns, write
IlEARTLINE.  114 E. Dayton, St., West
Alexaudria, Ohle 41861, You will FecglY
a pronilit reply, but you must Includes
stamped, self-adressed envelope. The
most useful' replies will be printed in
this column.heartline;- Six years ago I
lost my job at age 62 and found it im-
possible to get another. I finally gave up
searching and registered for Social
Security benefits.. Naturally I had to
take a 20 percent cut in benefits.
SO I got my first check. But before the
second check came, I had a job offer,
which I accepted. When the second
check did come, I returned it and ex-
plained that I had found work. Now that
I want to retire, after working and
paying Social Security for another six
years, I am told that I cannot receive
full benefits. Is there any help or in-
formation you can give me?-CaM.
A. Once a person starts drawing his
Social Security retirement at a reduced
rate, he ,will continue to receive this.
reduced tate- as long as he 4, drawing
Social Security benefits. However, he
will receive- the . yearly cost of living
increase from Social Security like all
other recipients.
HEARTLINE: This is my first year
under Medicare. My medical. bills so
far are not yet over $60, so I do not have
enough to "Meat the yaarlY 'deductible.
-Shouid I- still send these „ into
Medicare?-F.R.
-A. .Yes. In-fact, don't wait until the _
end of the year to do it. Send your
medical,-bills into Medicare as the
services are performed. This will make .
your payments from Medicare come
more quickly once you have met your
deduelible.
Also, remember that any part of your
Medicare (October, November and
December) can 'also be applied to your
next year's deductible. So even if you do
not meet your $60 deductible for a year,
_itis to your advantagetasendyararlills -
to Medicare anyway..,
For those people on Medicare,
Heartline has developed a detailed book
covering the whole Medicare program.
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare" is
written in easy-to-understand,
Quegion=and-anawarlorokancleantaing
all of the up-to-date information on -
Medicare. This book covers many
medical- Aetna and- -kervices that are
covered by Medicare and deductibles
you have to pay. A sample Medicare
claim form_ with detailed instructions
on how to fillit out is also included, with
-a complete explanation on hoW-to fill if -
_out,. with.% completa._explauationsi how • „.
the reasonable charge under Part .B if -
figured. To order, send $1_50 to
"ffleartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria-, Ohio
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed, ond if you are not satisfied,
your money will -be refunded. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I receive a non-
service-connected disability pension. I
recently received an inheritance from a
relative. Will this affect my VA pension
this year?-A.C.
A. No, not this year. However, any
interest or dividends which you may
draw in years to come as a result of the
will cottnt AA.- illaune and .
must be included on your annual in-
come questionnaire requested by the
VA.
Bible Thought
1 pray for them. . . for they are
thine. John 17:9.
What a joy to know that our
High Priest is ever in pryaer for
all those who belong to Him. Who




As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the-addresses
of the state - and federal elected
representatives serving our area.„
- FEDERAL LEVEL •
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington._
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford --
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510 _
Murray Field Office, 753-1852 •
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg. •
Washington, D. C, 20515 -
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
ip_Frankfort When The General
Assembly is in session by dialing, 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky, 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




kep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray-,-Ky: 42041-
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It's -a-isaratte with 1:ir tTats, ifileaders, Scouts, pretty girls,
clowns, babies and boys and girls..._ 4
_It's.,aparachutedrupsprecial-dilkfitry-OThegante-b*Ite
It's a pretty Homecoming Queen gasping in ecstatic surprise when her .
• native is-announced prior Mitre game...-
It's a special appearance by Kai Winding, internationally famous trom-
b00e artist-. . • 














-- bulls M ar a touchdown from twi-ierds out to put the Racers ahead 24-20 in the final five
minutes of the game. Penne gained -77 yards.
4•444-4. . -P4k 'AC _•1310...44•44.:4•444
TEAM HONORED - The 1937 Racers were honored at halftime. Coach Roy Stewart shakes km-
Als with MSU president Constantine Curris while athletic director Cal tUther introduces the mem-
bers of Stewart's twat. .




By Tbe-Ainecialed Press -
With its sights set on first
place, undefeated Tennessee
Tech turned tiger dyer the
weekend and crushed East
OVC record by kicking nine
extra point conversions.
Tech quarterback ' Jimmy
Maynord passed for two
touchdowns and ran for
Tennessee State to take over another _while_ complethig gx
- the undisputed lead in the Ohicr -ger& passes for 106 yards.
-- -Valley Conference. The Golden Eagles entered'
Tech scored touchdowns in the game,, ranked No. 6 in
every quarter to defeat the Division II of the National
Buccaneers 63-20,on Saturday. Collegiate Athletic
• In other conference football Association.
-games, Austin Peay lost its- 'Meanwhile in Clarksville,
:share of first in a 15-6 loss to Tenn., Austin Peay fell out of a
Middle Tennessee State, tfe with Tech 'for the -cori
Murray State came from ference lead as the Governors
behind. to down Eastern lost their ffrst. conference
Kentucky 24-20 ind Morehead game,
State deadlocked Western Fullback Mike Moore
Kentucky 20-20. gained 130 yards and scored
-Coo-Wee, Ting., nth- one -Aouchdiiinii- --and -1GT.A.
ning back Lamar Mike scored
three touchdowns and Wayne
Anderson set a kicking record
in Tennessee Tech's victory.
The victory gave the Golden
Eagles- an 1-0 overall record
and a 4-0 OVC mark, while
hapless East Tennessee fell to
1-7 for the season and 0-4 in
conference.
Mike scored Tech's first two
touchdowns on runs of 44 and
two yards in the first quarter,
later returning a kickoff 93
yards for a third score.
Teammate Anderson set an
Robinson booted three field
goals as Middle Tennessee
defeated the Governors, who
have been enjoying one of
their best seasons in recent
years. _
Robinson opened Middle
Tennessee's scoring with a 37-
yard field goal in the first
quarter. Moore's touchdown
came on a 10-yard run in the
second quarter, with Robinson
later kicking field goals in the
second and fourth periods.
Austin Peay's lone score
came when quarterback Keith
k Racer Win
4
Ruzich Fires For 249 Aerial Yards Whi e
Racer Defense Comes Up Wifh_Big Plays
By MIKE BRANDON for the touchdown. Im-
- - Ledger & Times Bporti Editor' inediatelf - After- the score,
"Star Wars" has become Bobby Craig .1f the Racers
one of the biggest. all-time.....picked Off Altass. thrown by -
movie hits. It made it's debut House. Murray took over on
as a play Sattirday in Stewart the Eastern 33 but the series
Stadium -atthe Murray- State • ended-en the 17 as !bitch_ was-_-.
Homecoming. intercepted. .
There were some strange Murray made it 14-0 in the
happenings in the sky as, first series of the second
before the game, the game period as tailback Austin
ball was delivered by mem- Perine, enjoying his finest
bars of the Screaming Eagle game of the season, made it in
paratroopers from Fort from seven yards off left
Campbell in one of the Mast- tackle.
impressive pre-game Eastern got back * in-- the
programs ever put--oa.-at--a--.-gatn, eliorjoing.80-yarcia-la.13_ decidetLIA_Alteast_theni.
Murray State game. plays laid taring-When Haute - other Phieerti". lie -added.
Then there weft-Mete- hit 'Cart Grim'
strange things in the sky like yard TD Inds.
footballs, receivers, defensive Then came the Racers'
backs and Bill Furgerson who biggest mistake of the half.
was sky-high after his team .They marched all the way to
made it three In a row with a Eastern six, with Danny
'beautifully-played 24-20 win Johnson carrying for a 62-yard
over-Eastern Kentucky. gain on a .screen pass, but
- mast-pure galaxy of stars Murray failed to score as on a Ruzich came right haekind --
for Murray State. It seemed fourth and one foot, Ruzich hit Robbins for eight then
ahnost everyone who played failed to, spin in off left guard. Perine.,_holled in-for the win-
'was a star in one way or the'. Eastern then burned eing ID.
"When David made theother. But it was quarterback Murray's secondary like it -
David Ruzich who played the had not been burned all year. catch woevwererethigtoinmig
role of Obi-Wan Kenobi and The Colonels had a second and ddtott; 'e°
rescued Homecoming Queen 10 from their own one. House Rtlzfeh said.
"We had thrown tout or fiveLynn Hewitt from having to be handed the ball to fullback
..to Jeff Braaten on the sitielinethe first queen to see, the Dale Patton who looked as if
and they bad double coverageRacers lose a Homecoming he had been hit for a safety.
on him and had just aboutsince 1971. The officials didn't think so
overlooked David. EverybodyAt times, the Racers were and on the next play, the
had a great game. Gary Brumlike a precisioned machine on Racers were burned on a 43
aupettoffense: The_prooffinngensivbeinolwas_ a .yard pass, Two plays s
gainan the lisle gave is 
good_040(1-"f;L
doubt that the - -are - "It Should -hare -been a 21-7 - for both the Passing -iina
capable of not only protecting game. They would have had to -running game. I felt we should'
the passer but also opening play catchup ball for a long have put some more points on
wide holes for the run- -time if we'd scored wheri we 
added, still 
board thobaugsktiin,'g  Rinuzithc:
ningbacks. should have," _Furgerson
The Racers appeared well- Murray went up 17-14 limelight of the win. ,
alled7weIl-coached and with a thidway through -the----:third "I think Brace Martin -
break hereand there, could period as Hank Lagorce Sam Franklin both showed
have-scored perha 40 nits. booted a field goal from 21 they deserve to be All-
Wright threw a 17-yard
touchdown pass to wide
receiver Steve Puthoff late in
the first quarter.
Middle Tennessee raMed its
records to 2-6 overall-and 2-2 in
the OVC, while Austin Peay
dropped to 5-3 and 3-1.
Morehead State quar-
terback Phil Sinuns combined
with Durron Hunter for a last-
minute touchdown and two-
point eonvertdon as the Eagles
rallied for a 20-20 tie with
-Western Kentucky.
Sinuns had earlier passed
for tate touchdowns and run
for another. After Morehead's
Harry Sykes intercepted a
pass with 1:M reznaitung in
minutes later, Flores put
Eastern ahead with a field
goal from 49 yards.
The play of the game came
on the neat Racer series. All-
Conference tight end David
Thomas, who haa caught only
pass during the _first 55
minutes of the game, had been
all but forgotten by Eastern.
"Their linebackers were
way back and split and we
thought we'd do some other
things," Furgerson said.
"We previously had three or
four-plays called to Thomas
and 10 play from the Racer 33.
When Thomas was finally
dragged down, the crowd
was roaring, the Racers were
jumping on the sidelines and
the Racers had a first en. d goal
frOrn the 10.
What'a d erence? Yaaibut with 8:-S3TeftMIIV--eoriferenee-lirekc'
Defensive -coach - Bill gine -game, the Racers were tied as coach Bill Hina said. •
thinks he knows. - David Flores booted a 32-yard "We certainly came up with
tYleare playing alert/Acted  field, goal.  Just over.  two s?ilte big  defensive -plays..
and intelligent football. 
During our bad streak, I thinly
themkids may have lost faitkin-
'what-wetneretrying-to--chrte• -
they've all accepted their
responsibiliffes and4e're now
playing with confidence, in-
telligence and discipline "
Hinaadded. - -
Besides all of that, they
played with desire and
perhaps it was Sam' Franklin
who best demonstrated that
desire.
Snubbed two weeks ago by
OVC commissioner Dick
Vanatta, who incidentally was -
at ithe game- Franklin has
developed Into perhaps thetop*
- -defensive-end in-the- league.
And he certainly did an out-
standing job convincing
--Eastern Kentucky-that -he
should' be in the running for
the OVC Defensive Player of
--the Week honor.thmaetesgir7 ey,ardsSinin-id fourbApiavs 
After Murray had taken a
for the tying points. 24-20 lead with five minutes
left in the galne, Eastern tookMorehead, 2-3-2 overall and
2-2-1 in over on their own 29. Theythe OVC, had a chance






nsman as a successful record over many
years - as an employee for over 30 years - as
an owner of a Murray. business - as an active
and strong supporter of Boy Scouts as fund
drive chairman and executive council mem-
ber, as past president of Rotary Club and
Chan-that of-C-ommerce, Park Board Member,'
City Council four years, P.T.A. and Band
Parents Supporter, active church member and "
others too numberous to mention.
Much of this during the years he operated a
business which required time and close at-
tention.- ---
Chrisman does every job"' he undertakes




Ravi for tr!.  Chi-Lyman Camrihign Fund For Mayor. Forreyt Prid-
dy. Treasurer.
Seconds after- Sykes in-
tercepted another Western
Kentucky pass at the
Morehead 42, but time ran out.
Western 'Kentucky, 1-6-1
overall and 1-3-1 in con-
ference, scored .on a 47-yard
run by Jimmy Woods that was
set up by an interception.
Morehead converted a pair of
Western fumbles into a 12-6
halftime edge, with Sinuns
running six vat* for one
touchdown and passing 35
yards to Hunter for the other.
Western- Irmiturky kinkee
Dave Betz missed his first
conversion kick ----while
Morehead's Chris Pardue
failed on his two extra point
attempts.
Austin Peay travels to
Murray this Saturday, while
Morehead hosts -Esita Ten-
nessee State, Eastern Ken-
tucky entertains Tennessee
Tech and Western Kentucky is
at Middle Tennessee State.
King Wins
SAN JUAN, P.R. - Billie
Jean King won her third
straight tournament as she
easily defeated Janet
Newberry of St. Petetiburg,
Fla., 6-1, 6-3 in a women's
tennis tournament.
King also teamed with Rosie
Casals to capture the doubles
title as they scored a 4-6, 6-2, 6-
3 victory over the Soutti
African duo of Linky Boshoff
and Dina Kloss.
snoring position but a 40-yard
pass interference gift was
handed to Eastern on a golden
platter as- safety Eddie -Mc-
Farland of the Racers-. as
called f6r pass interference at
the Racer 12-yard line.
-The call:wasa blatant
mistake, leaving Furgerson
and his staff in an uproar on
the sideline. But it may have
helped. The defense turned
into 11 hungry pack wolves,
eating Eat-tern up alive. And
on a fourth and 13 from the-
Racer 15, the Eastern series .
ended with Sam Franklin
dropping Eastern quar-
terback Ernie House for a 10-
yard loss. With that, the crowd
of 15,91in roared to its feet and 
for all practical purposes, that -
ended the game.
Eastern did - get one last
futile attempt. They got the
ball with 44 seconds left in the
game at their own 44. On a
fourth and nine from the 50,
Franklin ended the game by
sacking House.
"We had to come from
behind to do it, we ia-to come
from behind,!" said an
emotional Bill Furgerson
after the game.
"I guess we're just kenning
itinteristing for the crowd by
having to come from behind."
he added.
For the first half, it was
-Eastern who had to come from
behind. In seven plays,. 
Racers marched 61 yards with
Butch hitting 'Xiis Robbins •
Eddie McFarland did a
beautiful job and saved us
once by betting down A pass In
Eastern'a next-to-the last -
drive. He certainly' shouldn't
have had the interference
called on him. •
"I was also very pleased
with the way cornerback Doug
Shelton came back. He'd been
injured and I felt what he did
was a great thing for him. He
had several outstanding
plays:" Ulna added:-
The Racers were exciting in
every phase of the game but it
was the offense that had the
Homecoming crowd buzzing.
Murray used several- rever-
ses, including a tailback
reverse play by -Danny
Johnson. It worked to per-
fection as Johnson gained 19
yards on theplay. The Racers
even pulled off _ .a_ _guard
„reVerst with Jerry Lee
picking up /molt - --the
Play.
Eastern came into the game
34-overall and 2-2 in the
league... But ----of those
league losses came when they


























Tech," said Furgerson, who
will be pulling for Eastern this
Saturday when they host
unbeaten Tech.
The Racers are 3-2 in the
league and could easily finish
second. It will* take -a few
miracles for the Recent to end
'up M a tie tor first.
However, the Racers are
playing extremely well and
should get even better in their
final three games and
perhaps, could end up with a
very respectable 7-4 season.
— Wins-Taney
- VICTORIA. FALLS,
Rhodesia - -John Bland of -
South Africa shot a one-under-
par 71 and scored a threes.
stroke _victory over coun-
trymen_ :John Fourie in the
•$57,500 Victoria Falls Golf
Cinitsie•
Wins Cup Race
LANDOVER, Md. - San-
dsablaze, an 8-year-old
chestnut gelding ridden by
William "Buddy" Brown for
hisparents' Derby Hill Farm
at South Salem, N.Y.; cap-
tured the President's •Cup

















SAVE IT FORA RAINY DAY"
AN INTERVIEW WITH DR. FRANZ BEHLES, ASSISTANT AUDI PROJECT DJRECTOR
Behtes:ItibaAcoixiitions,thiScarslums_
how good a car can really be. In good
weather, nearly every earls good. Itotitf rain, ice, snow -
or a strong crosswind, its a ditierent ;story. That s the
time to try theAttcli 5000. Ityou've never drivena.front-
wheetdris.e c'.ar on a slippery road, you're iii for a cur-
-prise. The engine over the-drirve-whe-els gives eScellent- -
trnctiortrin rairriee tyrsnos,s. - • - • -
depend on frortt- 
Behles: Na But front-wheel drive pro-Does everything
- 
vides so many advantages that even in
wheel drive? 
the U.S. engineers are using it in their -
filture:" It s amusing to us since our cgrripairy-
-- has been usingthis system for over forty years_.--
tomumis°unddoi thLterY- itlIcshlaestirs: Ot.Wure5h-cYai,'Ieln;l:hriegvaedsoltineh chesngtine.oti
car. What are Oil—
proudest of? both worlds':. eificiqncv like a 4 and
smoothness like a 6. And without ei- -
cess noise or bulk. -
. .
yu., mentioned .13ehles: Yes, for some thinp; electron-
  c0000plc. Cruise-eenterol-bor-
wilroipaid:einxgo hinircere rowed from America. But we have it,
as standard equipment. Also, we ad-
mired American air-conditioning; we developed ours
based on one of t keir best systems. We can always learn
roni ot ers -tut t in our p u ()sop les are c i erent.-
Different . Behles: Yes. Mans- Americans feel that
for_ a-c-aoto hold the road wetland he .*
comfortable, has .seb nscheamyy. We fed that weight is
wasteful. Vic call achieve the same degree of-road hold-
ing,comfint and safety throughadvanced engineering.
It you could .,•• llehles: [don't know what There would
...ad you making it bigger. The in-
do anything terior and trtmk are big enough. It is al-
different? ready the higgcsiCa-man car you can
buy for the money &ibout s8,500*). Marc power? The
5-cylinclei engine gives you more powerthan you Mee:7
'&41Poted PCP wad my-eV410 POE 4•••• Inral matt avdtleakr dem", cholla diva




























Milwaukee Pucks used a
threeforward offense Sunday
night to beat Seattle 108-95.•
The Supersonics tried a three-
guard offense, and it worked




Bucks Coach _Don Nelson
moved forward Dave Meyers
against Seattle center Marvin
Webster with the score tie 81-
81 and 10:40 remaining in the
game, and Meyers responded
• -by-fin-Ming 'with 13-̀ 7plfants
while Webster had 15. The
switch came about when
__forward Marques Johnson,
who finished with-fl-points
. „and 12 rebounds, was put back,
_into the game in place of.
•'•1  center-KvisRestani.
"They have a sagging
defense. Their big guys were
stopping all our inside stuff,"
Nelson said. "David seemed
to be real active before, so I
decided it was time to try a
different lineup."
The Bucks, after leading by
as many as 11 points in the
first quarter, allowed the
Sonics to pull within 32-30 with
6:30 left in the half on 11
consecutive points, then go
ahead at 41-40 and hold a 46-45
advantage at the intermission. -
-We used a three_ guard
offense in the second quarter
and it worked," Seatte Coach
Bob Hopkins said. "I tried it
late in the game, and it back-
fired. It didn't cause us to lose
the game, but we didn't gain
ground on them."
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ACROBATICS*PAY OFF - Bobby Craig does a lot of acrobatics and they paid off well as be
managed to come up with this catch for an interception. Craig had two interceptions on the af-
ternoon and finished with eight tackles and four assists and should be among the favorites for
OVC Defensive Player of the Week honors along with a couple of other Racers who had brilliant
games.
(staff mime by Mike Brandon)
_ 
Bucks Use Three Forwards To
Get 108-95 Win Over Seattle
The Bucks went back in
front at 60-59 when Ftestani hit
a jump shot with 7:09 left in
the third period. Eight points
by Johnson gave them a three-
point lead at 68-65 However,
"ililibhits rrid -Brown, a
former Milwaukee Lincoln
-High School starrbrought the
Sonics into an 81-81 tie with
10:40 remaining. And Gus
Williams, Seattle's top scorer
with 21 points, added two more
baskets. - -
But then Quinn Buckner
came through with six points
-Teit-Milwaubee, - putting It
ahead 87-85 and starting it on
the way to 18 of the-next 19
points and the victory..
"I!11- --play anywhere the
-coach -wants me to play,"
__Meyers said- "_`.1 haven't
concentrated-- on playing
center since my - freshman
year in high school. But if the
coach feels I'll be more helpful




Cervantes will-make the first






crown June 25 by defeating
Argentinian Carlos Maria
Jirnenez.
The 15-round bout will be






As A Council Member
[led Chrisman, Mayor




Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small  or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Ineludes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
641 North, Center Drive
Meow mints Pancake House, bokind Carl Nowant Used Cars
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
,   month $1 6®
4
5'x10'
5's16'  month 92300
11'x10' -   i .... month 92500
,-
101114'.. ' • s.• month $4000
situation, then I'm ready for
anything."
Buckner said he felt
Meyers' move was
"something we had to do at
_Oat point" of the game.
-"It gives us more outside
shooting and, if their Centers
have, to come out • to stop
David, that opens things up
inside for the rest of us."
Former Milwaukee
Messmer High School Johnny
Johnson, a. recently acquired
SuperSonic, missed the game
with a sore leg.
,
•
Cowboys Only Unbeaten Left
As Raiders Romp By Broncos
By BRUCE LOW ITT
r AP Sports Writer
Turnabout was fair play -
or perhaps it was the tus-
MO-es. --
"Turnovers were the dif-
ference. We had eight of them
the last time we met, but we
.tildp"t have any this time and
were able to keep the upper
hand," Oakland Coach John
Madden said after his
Raiders, literally mugged by
Derr 30-7 a couple of weeks
ago, turned around and broke
the Broncos' backs 24-14 to
bring the Mile High City back
to earth.
It left the teams tied atop
the American Conference
West, each at 6-4 an
American Football , Con-
ference-best record also' held
by Baltimore.
The National Conference,
meanwhile, now has the only
unbeaten team. The Dallas
Cowboys, off to their best start
since the team was formed in
1960, mauled Detroit 3741 on
Roger Staubach's three touch-
down lpasses • and Efre.n
Herrera's three field goals.
In other National Football
League action it was
Baltimore 31, Pittsburgh 21;
Chicago 26, Green Bay 0; New
Orleans 27, Los Angeles 26;
San Francisco 20, Tampa Bay
10; Seattle 56, Buffalo 17; San
Diego , 14,, Miami 13; New
England 24, New York Jets 13;
Washington 23, Philadelphia
17; Cleveland 44, Kansas City
7; Minnesota 14, Atlanta 7, and
Cincinnati 13, Houston 10 in
overtime. The New York
Giants visit St' Louis tonigst
Red Miller, who had the
Broncos flying high in his first
season as Denver's head
coach, could only applaud.
Oakland's solid, basic play.
"They used their weapons to
the-utmost,"- he- said. "They
had great blocking in running
to their left side ...And our two
turnovers made a-difference.
It was just the opposite of
. what happened in Oakland"
7 -when Denvef 'Payed virtually
error free ball and the
Raiders Ken Stabler was
intercepted seven times.
That left side was manned
by guard 'Gene Upshaw and
tackle Art Shell, who opened
...._.gapiag _holes for- Mark-- vari-
Eeghen and Clarence Davis.
They teamed for 187 yards and
had a touchdown run apiece.
Stabler started the scoring
with a 21-yard TD pass to Cliff
Branch and Oakland had a 24-
0 lead before Denver did
anything.
Cowboys 37, Lions 0
Meanwhile, Dallas did
anything_ -it ;pleased and
D'etroit,.as its score Indicated,
did nothing. The Lions'
- biggest problem was coming
in against a Cowboy team that
woke up after last week's
sluggish performance.
"We are more intense now
than our Super Bowl teams,"
said Cowboys safety Cliff
Harris. "This is the most
intense I've ever seen us in the
regular season."
But Tom Landry, ever the
cool coach, downplayed the
runaway. "We're still not a
solid football team yet. We
need more consistency," he
said ... which left Detroit
Coach Tommy Hudspeth
almost speechless.
"All I can say is that Dallas
is a tremendous football
team," he gasped. The Lions
dn't _Oen. .cross midfield
until the fourth period. -
Staubach clicked on passes
of 14 yards to Billy [Joe
Dupree, 18 yards to Scott
Laidlaw and 1 yard to Jay
Saldi. Herrera's field goals
covered 21, *and 36
- Colts_31,_Steelers 21 '
--
-The- last time the Steelers-
( MI _RR AV LEDGER IP TIMES)
Slew Will Try For Comeback
Over Winter Racing Season
By The Associated Press
Cadillacs with gold "Seattle
Slew" bumper stickers are
lining up again in the barn
area at Belmont Park. Hard
boots hug the track rails just
to watch the bay colt do his
morning jog..-The curious push
close the guard rail at Barn 54,
straining for a look at the
horse that dominated the
headlines in the spring and
early summer.
The question on many
horsemen's lips: Can Seattle
Slew come back?
1.•-lie can and-he insists
Dr. Jim Hill, the veterinarian
and co-owner whose keen.
judgment of horseflesh was
responsible for plucking
Seattle Slew from a collection
of bandy-legged equine or-
phans at the Lexington, Ky.,
yearling sales three years
ago.
Purchased for a bargain
$17,500 by Hill and Washington
lumberman Mickey Taylor,
the mahogany thunderbolt
went on to sweep the Triple
Crown - the Kentucky Derby,
Preakness and Belmont
Stakes - and become the first
horse in Vislory --W• de so
without losing a single race.
Winner of nine straight
races without defeat, setting
track records and matching
the pace of the great
Secretariat, Seattle Slew stood
at that moment at the pinnacle
of all horse racing.
What next?
Karen Taylor, Mickey's
'vivacious wife, made the
decision: "Why have a horse if
you can't watch him run?" she
said. "He has given us so
much pleasure. We will
continue to race him."
Buoyed by national acclaim
and feeling their colt was
almost unbeatable, the
Taylors and Hills decided to
send Slew ipto the 8316,400
Swaps Stakes at Hollywood
Park July 3.
-
A jaded' Seattle •Slew
proceeded to suffer a shat-
tering setback, first of his
career, finishing 16 lengths
back of the winner, J.O. Tobin.
For millions-d fiekle-triek
buffs, the Seattle Slew bubble
burst. The 3-year-old wonder
horse was brought back to his
quarters at Belmont where he
has been languishing in his
stall, his competitive edge
dulled and his future in doubt.
Last weekend, activity
increased around Barn 54. Hill
was there at daybreak. Turner
was busier and more relaxed
than usual. Seattle Slew, who
hadn't been breezed all
summer, was being taken out
for gallops around the track.
Racing plans were being
formalized.
"Definitely we're going to
race this horse this winter and
also next year. After that.
we'll put him in stud. This is a
great horse and he will prove
it again."
Some say Slew's 16-length
Season To Open -
LOUISVILLE;Ry. (AP
-Churchill Downs was-to-upen
its 24-day fall racing 'meet
today, with the Kentuck,
Cardinal Handicap getting top
billing on the inaugural
program.
Since 19 thoroughbreds were
entered in the Cardinal, the
Downs split the race into two
divisions.
There were to be nine
thoroughbreds in the first half
and 10 in- the seconefor the
seven furlong contest for
fillies and mares, 3-years old
and up.
Satan's Cheer, owned by
Crimson King Farm, drew
high weight of 119 pounds in
the opening division while
Indiana Jewel, representing
Reinernan, clirried top
weight of 116 pounds -in -the
second half of the Cardinal.
defeat diminished his syn-
dicate value by $3 million.
Ridiculous," says Hill.
"The people who breed horses
are not naive. They're in-
telligent and sophisticated.
They can see this horse's
, record-a, track record inihis
3-year-old deblit at Hialeah,
.,the Triple Crown, nine
straight victories. One defeat
does not destroy a horse."
Admitting to second
thoughts about the wisdom of
the West Coast venture, the
doctor absolves Seattle Slew
of any taint.
"To me, Slew still hasn't lost
a race," Hill says.
"Statistically, y e-s ;
realistically, no. He ran but he
didn't race. I don't know what
happened but he didn't
compete; he just wasn't there.
-You can't blame a horse,,
because lag owners pulled a
rock."
To Wrestle
TOKYO (AP) - Jesse
Kuhatilua of Hawaii will
wrestle as a sekiwake (junior
champion, a promotion of one
gpacte, in the 15-41Y_ Kyushu
Sumo tournament starting
Nov. 13, the Japan Sumo
Association announced today.
The 33-year-old Jesse,
known to the sumo world as
Takamiyama, won sumo's
third highest rank for scoring
nine victories against six
losses in three consecutive
tournaments as a maegashira
and komusubi i junior
champion second class) .
Games Called Off
NEW YORK - A proposed
series of games between
teams from the Sovtet Union
and the National Hockey






Bradshaw passed for three
touchdowns in a 40-14 playoff
romp. This time it was Bert
Jones' turn. The Colts'
quarterback came through
with scoring strikes of 26
yards to Ronsevelt Leaks and
13 yards to Lydell Mitchell and
a 6-yard TD run of his own.
The -Baltimore- defense
kicked in with five in-
terceptions and Pittsburgh
kicked itself around with 112
yards in penalties.
Bears 26, Packers 0
Walter Payton's 205 yards
rushing tied Gale Sayers' 1968
club record for a single game
- and Chicago's popular
rujining back was delighted he
never got the 206th. "
I didn't Ant to break
Sayers' record because
Sayers is a super guy. What's
a record? I just wanted to win
the game," he said after
scoring on touchdown runs of 6
and 1 yards and setting up
Johnny Musso's 3-yard
• scoring run in the rout of the
Packers. _
"Walter is super every
game, but we wanted to make
this a truly great game for
him," rookie tackle Ted
Albrecht of, Chicago said.
"The coacbes wanted to take
him out when he had 196, but
we asked them if he could
carry for one more play. He
did, and he got it."
Saints 27, Rams 26
Rich Szaro's field goal with
three minutes to play - a 31-"
yarder that brushed the right
upright and wobitled_thyouih
the goaljnists gave the
Saints their upset over Los
Angeles.
Pat Haden threw for two
Rams touchdowns and Tony
Galbreath ran for a pair for
.New -Orleans: The difference-
in the game was a missed
 estra4aoint, when, a center
Snap- sailed over the LA
holder's head.
49ers 20, Rues 10
Delvin Williams ran - 35
yards and -Wilbur Jackson
went in from the 2- for San
Francisco touckdowna, but the
I3ucs once agaill' helped beat
themselves with a costly
fumble.
Williams' score came after
Ricky Bell.coughed up the ball
for Tampa Bay, now winless
in the 1 1-2 years they've been
in the league.
Seahawks 56, Bills 17
Seattle, which won, two
games last year, won its
second of 1977 and it was by
far the Seahawks' most im-
pressive game. Jim Zorn, -
sidelined for a month with a
damaged knee, fired four
. • •
tauchdown passes, two to
Steve Largent, and ran for
another score in the rout of the
Bills.
Virtually nothing went right
for Buffalo. 0.4. Simpson, a
questionable starter because
of knee problems, sat out the
second half after getting only
32 yards in the first two
periods.   Yy
Chargers 14, Dolphins 13
Benny Malone fumbled
away Miami's victory, giving
the Chargers the ball on the
Dolphin 33-yard line with 1:48
to play. Exactly 1:48 later,
San Diego quarterback James
Harris ran 5 yards for a tying
-touchdown, then Rolf
Benirschke kicked the win-
ning extra point.
Harris also threw 2.yards to
Bob' Klein for a TD While
. Chargers • safety Clarence
Duren starred on defense with
three interceptions and -
fumble recovery.
Patriots 24, Jets 11
Steve Grogan passed for
Unichdesens .of 11 yards to
Darryl Stingier,. 52 yards to
Stanley Morgan and 4 yards to
Don Hasselback in the
Patriots' victory'over the Jets.
-In all, Grogan hit 16 of 23
passes for 228 yards with
Stingley catching eight of
them for 121.
Redskins 23, Eagles 17
Coach Allen asked Joe
Theismann to take over for
Billy Kilmer and wake up
Washington's slumbering
offense against Philadelphia.
And, as the coach later
decided: "He did everything
we asked of him, and more."
What he did was team with
Jean Fugett on a pair of 15-
yard TD passes in the first
period for a lead Washington
never relinquished.
Browns 44, Chiefs 7
Cleveland,- first in-the AFC
Central Division, got 153 yards
rushing from Greg Pruitt -78
on a TD play - and three field
goals from Don Cockroft in the
rout of Kansas City.
"I think that's probably the
best over-all game we've
played in the three years I've
been here," Coach Forrest
Gregg said. "I'd have to say -
 -I would haw to finally admit
- that the team is where I
want it to be.
' Vikings 14, Falcone'
Fran Tarkenton, who had
Ipbhied for Minnesota to
actp..,iretnhappy tight end Bob
Tucker from the Giants,
repaid the Vikings in the
fourth priosi- with a 6-yard
touchcloWn pass to his' new
teammate to beat Atlanta.
Bengals 13, Oilers 10
'Ken .Anderson, who
replaced ineffective John
Reaves at quartetback for
Cincinnati in the second
period, marched the Bengals
58 .yards in 10 plays with the
fifth-period kickoff, then Chris
Bahr kicked the 22-yard field
goal that beat the Oilers with
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GOOD ALL WEEK .
FOR ABOUT 'THE COST
OFA BUCKET OF BAIT,
YOU CAN TELL A
10 MINUTE FISIISTORY-
BY LONG DISTANCE.
You can tell all kink of tales to your oldtsbiN buddy a thousand miles away
Just dial the 1' way and talk for ten minutes for only $2.1-4 plus tax. Any
evening Sunday through Friaay lytween 5 PM and II PM. Thew evening rate,
.awslower than-Tates for long distance..calls
• dialed during weekdays.
• - Call often. To keep in touch with tb
ones that -got assay.
South Central Bell
I,ong distance.
Whatielse s so nice for the price?
• ,
s;a1.(-,n-t,_ci sfat.on calls ,,,, Ja, ,,, wsYr.' :al- k. a' iu.. 4. -.1,-, •t a' ,T..,___ •___,...,
. : scorforYttahon-oi-stahoo~s pracy.Ya WO: aT.'Itslmrcr y.Ty-e.Ye'r ,,,q.,....,' 1'  • ,--7- 7-' .'
- :- covome-ortn-nderr‘iyrryntlyroty-tywArvitry-Yr,•PYY-4-.7-vorsler 31 •_ • -,i- ---. ----  -7.
:.,r16r+ r6.16,nrarg :Mame-fro anottow ,S.,-TY "risr--,ait ro; ,"-
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Canadiens Shut Out At Home,
First Time In Three Years
By The Associated Press
- -The Buffalo Sabres have-
_ learned how to slow down the
- -Montreal Canadiens :, slow
down the game. .. •
Forcing faceoffs when they
could and playing painfully
- deliberate hoekey„.the.Salires_
stunned the mighty Stanley
Cup champions 4-0 on Mon-
treal's own ice Sunday night.
_"Therg were 98 faceoffs in
• the game and 49 of them-Were
in their end," funiedldontrear
Coach Scotty Bowman. -We
caU-Sedkiee orthe fateoffs
their goaltender caused some
and the referee caused some.
- They were walking off the
ice on their line changes,
takg their time. It took two
hours and 45 minutes to play
the game and there were only
seven penalties."
Bowman had just cause to
Vie irate. The Canadiens, who
1: 4g- -:3ut eight regular-season
games last year en r,oute to.the
Stanley Cup, dropped their
seeorld in a 'row after six.
vice.- ries and a tie this season.
They were whipped by the Los
tngeles Kings 5-3 Saturday
• ;(,('
The., Murray State women's
cross country team. finished
second over the weekend at
- the Western Kentucky In-
vitational in Bowling Green.
Kentucky won the team title
with 28 points_ while Mureak
was second with 49. Memphis
State took third with 71 and the
host Hilltoppers were last with
83 points.
Glenda Calabro took- third
for Murray and finished the
three-mile course in 1952.
Rounding out the top five for
Murray were Sharon Macy in
ninth with a 21:10, Becky
Beckman-in 10th with a 21:11;
Camille Baker. 13th in 21:27
and Lyn Barber 14th in 21:55.
Also running for the Racers
were Pat Taylor who was 18th
--th-12--.18'and-Margaret Kileder-
who took 21st in 23:02.
The Racer women will run
in the regional championships
Friday at North Carolina
State.
night.
The last_tune the Canachens
were shut out at home,
incidentally, was when




from Bowman's book to beat
him. Pronovost pointed out
that he had seen Bowman use
similar slowdown tactics to
those he utilized Sunday night.
-1-fe -won't tell-you -he did,
but I will," said Provonost.
-You don't want te give the
puck away in a danger area. If
you are going to give the puck'
away, you have to lose it away
from the danger area or lose it
in a certain way that you have
a chance to get it back.
"You are playing per-
centage hockey really."



















Individual Rushing: Murray 177 1 -
Perini,' 77, 4ohnson 64, Franklin 25,
ic- - - Raz h 5 and Lee 6. Eastern 0641 _
Second At Western House -17. Miller 60, Mitchelr63, Straight16, Patton 28 and Greene 14.
Receptions- Murray r 24-259, - Rob-
bins 2-21, Thomas 2-62. Braaten 4-51,
Jotuison 2-60, Franklin 1-6 and strum 3-
59_ Fasten', 12-242 - Mitchell 1-6,
Nelson 8-165, Greene 2-28 and KoliSar
43.
Interceptions • Murray I 21 - Craig 2.
Eastern 1 - McIntyre 1. _ ---
Fumble Recoveries: Murray I --
Hackley 1. Eastern (2) - Laski 1 and
Frorruneter 1.
Racers' Leading Tacklers: Craig 8T
and 4A, Martin 7T and 3A, Frnaklin 7T
and 3A, Wilson 7T and 3A, Hackley 6T
and IA, Foster 6T and 2A. McFarLand
6T. Shannon 5T and 2A, Whitfield 5T and











Murray 5:59 left in opening quarter,
-Kria.Rotibitia_l&yarlicasalrign Buticti,
Lagorce PAT. Racers lead 7-0.
Murray: 12:48 left in half, Austin
Perine six-yard run, lagorce PAT.
Racers lead 14-0.
Eastern: 7:12 left in second quarter,.
Carl Greene 13-yard pass from Ernie
House. David Flores PAT. Racers lead
14-7 •
- Eastern: 2:55 left In half. 3031 Ne13130.
53-yard pass from House, Flores PAT.
Game tied at 14-14.
Murray: 6:58 left in third quarter,
_1,agarce 21-y0rd'fieid_gOal. &seers lead 
17-14.
Eastern: 8:53 left in game, Flores 32-
yard field goal tarn e tied 17-17.
Eastern: 6:16 left in game, Flores 44-
yard field goal. Eastern leads 20-17.
Murray- 5:14 left in game, Penne two-
yard run, PAT by Lagorce. Racers lead
24-20.
If You Want The Facts
In the Mayors Race
Explained in Some Detail
Look For A Little Larger
AD





Paid For by chnsmn, oa•im Fund for Mav,r. Forrest Profit.
'Tri.asurer
games, Los Angeles trimmed
the-New-York -Rangers 5-3 and
the Chicago Black Hawks
bombed the Cleeland Barons
6-1.
Kings 5, Rangers 3
Former Rangers Gene Carr,
Pete Stemkoivske- Mike
Murphy and Bert Wilson
scored goals, helping Los
Angeles beat New York. Their
tallies - including Murphy's _




center Phil Esposito, who set
up two goals by Pat Hickey in
a 21-second span of the second
period to surpass still-active
Stan Mikita of the Chicago
Black Hawks and move into
third place on the all-time
scoring list with 1,348 points.
Black Hawks 6, Barons 1
Darcy Rota scored in each
.of the first two periods and
veterans Ivan Boldirev and
Cliff Karon added one goal"
each to lead Chicago over
Cleveland. The Hawks broke
the game open with a three-
goal third period as Cleveland
lost its fourth straight game.
DO IT DANNY! - Racer freshman Danny Lee Johnson turns
to the outside to pick up some yardage. The former high school
standout at East Prairie, Mo., hod a brilliant game, gaining 64
yards on the ground and catching two passes for 60 more yar•
ds. (Staff Photos by Mike Brundon)
Alabama Gets 37-7 Win But
Bear Not Happy With Defense
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach 'Bear Bryant of Louisville, Telane at Miami of
secondranked Alabama had Florida, Southern Mississippi
just watched his Crimson Tide_at, TeSas.4T.Ii0i30e,__1'91.0.1.ee,Se
demolish Mississippi State 37- at Northwestern Louis-ulna
7 Saturday night 'whelk 'he -and -"Nicholls -al- ,Ntiftheaer
immediately turned his at- Louisiana.
tention to the next one. Alabama currently leads
"I imagine they are licking the SEC with a 5-0 record,
their chops to get at our followed by Auburn and
.defenee,". Bryant said, . Kentucky, each 3-0. Keatuc.ky,
referring to Louisiana - State; like Alabama 7-1 overall, is
next Saturday's foe in the ineligible for the league title




r " LSU will be a big
challenge," Bryant said.
"They've got the leading
., offense in the country. After
seeing us tenight, • they'll
probably throw every down."
Mississippi State did pile up
passing yardage against the
Tide, but managed only one




and turned to the pinpoint
passing of Steve Ensminger to ,
edge Mississippi 28-21 in a L-IineYs42', ICI:3911
4C1r4oss 7
regionally televised game that Brown 20, Harvard 15
formed half of a Jackson .ents..t Cconneetd 4i5cirt 21,itNorcthenastleirn 12
doubleheader with the Tide- coleate' 43. Boston U. /2 
on
Bulldog nightcap. - C.W Post 16, Kings Point 0• - -"Dartmouth 14, Caluna 7 .
The 'Tide-Bayou Bengal Delaware St. 10, Kentucky St. 3
clash highlights this week's 
thfihdrefury ikllne41.  laon 18
schedule in the SEC„ with Pennsylvania 21, Princeton 10
Alabama going for a sixth lizrtesit•NirSt. 49itiMiatleFloa. 7
straight league triumph in its Plymouth St. 20, W. Connecticut 0
surge toward a sixth title in Rhode Island 21, New Harnpshi re 20
Slippery Rock 15, Indiana, Pa. 10
Yale 28, Cornell U. 0
TI! • 
Alabama 17, Mississippi St. 7.
Auburn 29, Florida 14
Catholic U. 37, St. Vincent 2
Clark Col, 6, Morehouse 0
Clemson 26, Wake Forest 0
Duke 25, Georgia Teoh.24.
Florida A&M 36, Tuskegee 20
Florida St. 35, N. Texas St. 14
Georgia 23, Richmond 7
Howard U. 20, Hampton Inst. y 14
Kentucky 32, Virginia Tech 0
Knoxville 43. Fisk 0
ISU 28, Mississippi 21
Louisiana Tech 34, Texas-Arlington 12
Louisville 56, Marshall 0
Memphis St. 42,S. Mississippi 14
Mid, Tennessee 15, Austin PeaY 6
seven years.
The other national telecast
pairs Georgia and Florida in
their annual donnybrook at
Jacksonville. Other games
find Mississippi State at
Auburn, seventh-ranked
Kentucky at Vanderbilt and
Memphis State at Tennessee.,
Ole Miss has an open date.
The schedule for area in-
dependents has No. 20 Florida







luVabout any kik] of seafood you can name, delicious
and freshly cooked _pfuS &god hamburgers _That s our menu
So bring the whole family We think you're all going to enjoy it




Good Men. through Thurs.
Captain D'S




Tech 32-0 and Georgia downed
Richmond 23-7.
FSU made the biggest noise
among the independents when
the Seminoles snapped North
Texas giate's Seven-gin-tie
.1f/inning streak WM.-
Ninth-ranked Penn State-.. •
smashed Miami 49,7, No. 13
Pittsburgh crushed Thiene 48-
0, Memphis State chimped
Southern Mississippi 42-14,
Louisville crushed Marshall
56-0, Arkansas State best
Nbrtheast Louisiana 31-20 and
Duke, edged deorgla-Tectr25-
Auburn continued to sparkle • 24. Northwestern Louisiana
in conference warfare was idle.
Saturday when the War Tech blew a 24-9 lead and
Eagles upsef 'Florida -25-14,- saw a tour-game winning
heading toward a November streak. halted when Duke's
stretch that includes SEC . Mike Dunn connected with
outings withlJAississippi State; Tom' Hall on a seven-yard
Georgia and Alabama. scoring pass with 13 seconds
In other action Saturday, remaining and Scott Wolcott
Kentucky buried Virginia booted the winning point.
Georgia Tech at No. 5 Notre
Dame, Wichita State at
Thorobred Club Meeting
Set For Tuesday Night
The Murray State Thorobred Club will hold their initial
meeting of the 1977-78 school year in Room 226 of Roy
Stewart Stadium on Tuesday night, November 1, at 6:30
' p.m.
President George Oakley has issued an invitation to all in-
terested Murray State sports fans to be on hand for this first .
meeting of the year which will be a joint meeting with mem-
bers of the Big "M" Boosters Club.
Membership iii the Thorobred Club is open to all persons in-
terested in Murray State athletics. The club annually holds
three smorgasbord dinner meetings. The membership fee is
620 per year.
The program for the joint meeting of the Thorobred Club
and Big "M" Club on Tuesday night will feature head football
coach, Bill Furgerson, commenting on the Racer football
season. Additionally, club members will hear from cross
country coach, Bill Cornell, on the pregress of his squad this
fall and golf coach, Buddy Hewitt, will review the results of
his fall golf schedule.
Baseball Coach, Johnny Reagan, will outline his baseball
squad's Hawaiian trip with club members. Dr. Dick Stout.
President of the Big "M" Club, will make his club's weekly
presentatiod to the outstanding offensive and defensive
players selected for the previous week's Racer football,
game. Thorobred Club and Big "M" Club members will not
want to miss this outstanding program.
• Interested Murray State sports fans may purchase their
- VIOrated etb.M.emberattp cara_atthe door on Tuesday_
evening.
Morehead St. 20, W. Kentucky 20, tie
Morris Brown 15, Albany, Ga. 3
Murray St. 24,E. Kentucky 20
N. Carolina 16, Maryland 7
N. Carolina A&T 28, Morgan St. 0
N. Carolina St. 7.S. Carolina 3
Rutgers V, William & Mary 21
Shepherd 31, Fairmont 24
S. Carolina St. 45. N.C. Central 12
S Connecticut 27, Salisbury St 24
SWestern, Tenn,8, Mariviile 31
SW Louisiana 9, E. Carolina 7
Tennessee St. 15, Southern U. 7
Tennessee Tech 63, E. Tennessee St 20
Tn.-Chattanooga 21, Citadel 14
Villanova 41, W. Virginia 36
VMI 21, Davidson 0
14rginia Union 26, Virginia St. 14
Wash. & Lee 33, Brdgwater,Va, 13
Wirtaton-Salern 31, J.C. Smith 0-
mos( ,1
Augsburg35, Macalester
Augustana,S.D. 52, Morningside 6
Carnegie-Mellon 13, Hiram Col. 10
Carthage 42, Benedictine,lll. 3
Case Western 7. John Carroll 0
Cent, Michigan 35, Bowling Green 28
Cent, Missouri 23, Lincoln 20
Cincinnati 17, Temple 17, tie
Coe 42, Grinnell 7
Cornell, Iowa 37, Knox 0
Dayton 27, Cent. St., Ohio 14
DraXe 43, Lamar 21
bubuque 14, Upper Iowa 13
E. Michigan 42, Akron 28
Illinois St. 17W. Illinois 7 .
Indiana 14, Minnesota 22
Indiana Central 24, Evansville 21
Iowa St 41, Kansas 3
Kearney St. 27, Mo. Southern 23
I skeland 12, NW Wisconsin 0
.a wrence 55, Beloit 0
Miami, Ohio 27, Toledo 1
Michigan V. Iowa 6
Michigan St. 49, Illinois 20
Michigan Tech 23, Ferris St. 17
Midland 56, Dana 7
Millikin 10, Illinois Weslyri 7
Minn.-Duluth 20. St. Thomas 0
Mina-Morris 23, Winona St. 10
Mo. Western 27, Emporia St. 9
Monmouth, Ill. 20, Carleton 0
Moorhead St 21. Bemidji St. 14
Muskingum 35, Ohio Northern 18
Nebraska 31:Oklahoma St 14
N. Dakota St. 9,S. Dakota 6
NE Illinois 24, Milton 23
N. Illinois 21, Kent St. 16
N. Iowa 23.S. Dakota St. 12
Northern, S.D. 33, Huron 10
NW Iowa 28. Stator Palls St le
Notre Dame 43, Navy 10
Ohio St. 42, Wisconsin 0
Oklahoma 42, Kansas St 7
Otterbein 37, Ohio Weslyn
Purdue 28, Northwestern 16
S Dakota Tech 34,S. Da kotaSprg nd 7
Troy St. 49, N. Michigan 23
W Michigan 28, Ohio U 22
Wichita St. 35. Long Beach St 21
Wilmington 7, Hanover 3
Youngstown St. 31, Wayne. Mich 10
sir; IIII 1.•T
Arkansas 30. Rice 7
Houston 42. TCU 14
Ouachita 38.S. Arkansas 27
Prairie View 3, Mississippi Val 0
SW Texas St 34. E Texas St 20 -
Texas 26. Texas Tech 0
Texas A&M 38, Skill 21
Texas A&I 35, Angelo St. 7
15111,I
ATiZaftil St. 47, Utah 19
Boise St. 21, Utah St 16
Boston Col, 36, Air Force 14
Brigham Young 34. Arizona i4
California 17, Southern Cal 14
Cal Lutheran 45, U S Intl V
Stanford 26, Oregon St 7
1A1.4 30, Wgshington 12
Washington St. 56, Oregon 211
Weber St 30, Idaho 27
W Montana 42, Rocky Mountain 30
waverneveltreerwagetriavv, 10
Wyoming 29, Colorado St 13
Bear Worried Over Game With
LSU, Auburn Still Sparkles
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
You've got to feel for Bear
Bryant.
"I think they hurt us more
than any team I can
remember with their passing
attace," the veteran Alabama
coach said following Saturday
night's meeting with
Mississippi State. "We ob-
viously need a lot of work on
pass defense."
And now would anyone care
to guess what score Alabama
lost by? What's that,-you say,
they won 37-7? What about it,
Bear?
"Well, a couple of times
they had a guy open for a





Mississippi State to pass for
227 yards, the Crimsoe_Tiele's
fleet and deep corps of run-
ners was rushing -for 311
yards, starting with tiny"
Nathan's 59-yard touchdown
gallop in the first period.
The victory kept 'Barna atop
the Southeastern Conference
with a 4-0 record to 3-0 for both
seventh-ranked Kentucky,
which blanked Virginia Tech
32-0, and unheralded Auburn,
which upset No. 18 Florida 29-
/4.
Alabama is the odds-on
favorite to represent the SEC
in the Sugar Bowl - Kentucky
is ineligible - but Bryant has
other things on his mind first.
"I haven't thought about it
at all," he said. "I've got
enough to worry about L.SU
next week."





Mutual of Omaha 19 5
Corvette Lanes 17 7
TV Service Center 16½ 71/2
Murray Appliance 16 &
Moose No. 2 - -- - It 20
Hodge & Son ... . 1334 1034
Colonial Bread - - 13 - 11
Randy Thornton . 5 , 13 11
DeVarstes - ,.
Moose No. 1 11 13
Moose No. 3  4.... . . 11 13
Ledger & limes 10 14
Murray Hospital 9 15
Paghai's 6 18
Coast Guard  - - - 6 48
Larry's Place 5 19
men bid, Game (SC1 -








High Ind. Series (SC)
Jerry Bolls 566
B. I.. Winchester 557
Virgil Dick 550
Roy Pace 550
High Ind. Series (HC)
B. L. Winchester 665
Don Johnson  650
Virgil Dick 634
High Team Game (SC)
Mutual of Omaha 948
Mutual of Omaha 891
Murray Appliance 885
High Team Game (HC)
Mutual of Omaha 1047
Colonial Bread 1043
Moose No. 3  1023
High Team Salm (SC)
Mutual of Omaha 2710
Murray Appliance- - 2576
Hodge & Son 2485
High Team Series (HC)
Mutual of Omaha 37
Colonial Bread 294.5
Ledger & Tunes 2896
High Average .
Charlie Hargrove 187




Jerry Bolls , 173
Ken By 173
Terry Darling . ,  173
Toby Aller . '  172
Roy Pace  172
Phillip Adams 170
Howard Coy .  170
Bear Bryant.
Meanwhile, top-rated Texas
slugged No. I4-Texas Tech 20-
0, third-ranked Ohio State
battered Wisconsin 42-0,No. 4
Oklahoma trounced Kansas •
State 42-7, fifth-ranked Notre
Dame crushed Navy 43-10,
sixth-ranked Michigan
whipped Iowa 23-6, eighth-
rated _Arkansas downed Rice
30-7, No. 9 Penn State Mauled
Miami of Florida 49-7 and No:
10 Southern Cal bowed, Ae
California 17-14.
In the Second Ten,. No. 11
Texas A&M outscored
Southern Methodist 38-21, No.
12 Nebraska dumped
Oklahoma State 31-14, No. 13
Pitt creamed Tulane 48-0,
Missouri upset No. 15
Colorado 24-14, No. 16 Clemson'
defeated Wake Forest 26-0,
No. 17 Brigham Young beat
Arizona 34-14, Indiana
shocked No. 19 Minnesota 34-
22 and No. 20 Florida State
turned back North TezasState
35-14.. • -
Texas used a 57-yard pass
play from Randy McEachern
to Olympic .sprinter Johnny
"Lam" Jones, two touch-
downs by Johnny "Ham"
Jones and field goals of 60 and
35 yards by Russell Eridebed
to turn back Texas Tech. Earl
Campbell didn't score but
rushed for 116 yards and
moved into 12th place on the
NCAA list.
"That was a tough football
game," Said Coadhl-Fred
Akers. "I was glad to see Ham
Jones running and scoring and
Earl had another great day
and now Houston ... they are
next."
Minnesota, last week's 16-0
Gophers made it to the No. 19
spot last week but Indiana
tooVeare of -that- with foiirtie
quarter touchdoten.. runs by
Scott Arnett, Ric Enis and
Tony D'Orizio.
"There's always a ladown
after a game like last week's."
said Minny Coach Cal Stoll.
"We wanted to play, but we
were just going through the
motions."
Another newcomer to the
rankings . was Florida State
and thy, surprieing_Semieoles
undoubtedly will stay there
after boosting their record to
6-1 by trimming North Texas
State, which also came into
the game with just one defeat.
The score was tied 7-7 but
Ivory Joe Hunter returned an
interception 19 yards late in
the second period for a touch-
down and Willie Jones
recovered a North Texas
fumble in the end zone 44
seconds. later as PrOriitiStiite
nailed down its first winning,
season in five years.
Meanwhile, nose guard Ron
Simmons, only a freshman,
sacked North Texas quar-
terbacks five times for 51
yarcis losses-, -
- "Ron Simmons kept making
the big: play," said Coach
Bobby Bowden. "I never saw
as many big plays as he made,
tonight."
.But it was a 'disastrous
weekend for -the- Florida
Gators, another good bet to
disappear from the Top
Twenty. Auburn got an SEC
record five field goals from
Jorge Portela while
sophomore Charlie Trotman
conqueror of No. 1-rruikeel ,,passed for 177 yvards and a
Michigan,. had a short staytouchdown in' his firtt varsity





I am a strong supporter of an informed public
and will keep the people informed on a regular basis
through the news media of the activities of City Gover-
nment.
The programs, the plans, and goals of City Govern-
ment will be explained thoroughly and the support
needed to carry out those programs. I favor a long-
term orderly growth and development plan because
this is a growth area. You will always have an op-
portunity to present your comments, suggestions and a
solution to any problem will be gladly accepted. I will
be available when you need the mayor, not Jost part Of
the tirne. _ , , ,
I am public relations oriented and you will know
what city hall is attempting to do, what is being ac-
complished and what it is not doing - before not after
it has happened. There would be no politics in city hall
or in city departments - only impartial and dedicated
efforts to the best of my ability. And my efforts will not
be limited by outside demands and obligations.
Please Elect-Ed Chrisman, Mayor
Please Clip
More Issues To Follow
Paid for by Chnsman Campaign Fund
For Mayor. Forrest Priddy, Treasurer
Wrestling
GIRLS-GIRLS-GIRLS-GIRLS
Thursday Night, Nov. 3,1977 •
Western Kentucky Esposition Center,
Murray at 8:00 PM.
Main Event
See Four of the Nations















Advance tickets can be purchased at the Exposition Center -
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Kris Robbins catches a bullet from quarterback
David Ruzich.
Bruce Martin eItiroUtiie Racers chases Ahrii-it
of Eastern.
Shotgun-arm David Ruzich stands tall on the field and prepares to unleash another one of his pinpoint
passes.
The offensive line gives tailback Danny Lee Johnson (26)a huge hole on the right side. Doing a fine job
of blocking on the end is Racer tight end David Thomas (88).
Good performances were turned in hi, the Racer defensike backs. —
Here, Eddie McFarland (44) succesoluNybats down a pass while team-
mate Roy Hackle v (40) is also in on the action
sr
_




Austin Perine gets some good blocking up front from Dan Hutchiso' n (64) and Dennis Waddell (73).





Hank lagorce kicks a field goal to put the Racers in a 20-1-7 lead in the third quarter. The ball barely
clears the hand of a leaping Eastern Kentucky lineman.
Big Sam Franklin of the Racers...picks up a sack  and gains 10 yardsThe Racers' outstanding young freshman dedensivehack Bud Foste,r.
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YOUR LOCAL MERCHANTS WAY OF GETTING ACQUAINTED AND THANKING YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS














LET US EXPLAIN OUR GIFT CERTIFICATE BOOK
TO YOU..
Over 50 Gift Certificates - each item is an
absolute gift
Your cost only $19.95
GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE GOOD AT THESE MERCHANTS:
The Showcase
Vernon's Western Store







West Ky. Appliance Center Roller Skating of Murray
Tree df Life
"All proceeds of the progroin, except for expenses '
will go to the Jaycee community Projects." ,










Boot Country Factory Outlet
Buckingham-Ray-LTD





By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Additional help may ...he.
coming -for cainpiiiies Iviaose
workers and communities are
hurt by foreign competition.
President Carter is con-
sidering proposals to expand
the current government
programs in this area by 50 to
100 percent.. - 
The proposals would help
American firms compete with
imports, but also would try to
soften the impact when
.)reign competition costs
workers their jobs, ad-
ministration officials said
Sunday.
e" • . WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans are offering their
suggestions for ending the
nuclear weapons race.
Sorovntrecommended Oat/ACUITY REUNION.—Dp.4awiee-meeksi-stinsdint-tlieiiast-director: of Itre-Murray'Staterfaiiiiirg-SchoOl before tt-'—'tre-linited States swap about awas discontinued in 1976, visits with Carman Graham, one of its earliest directors, and Mrs: Graham Friday night It. million Americans for an_the Training_School  faculty reunion at the Colonial Smorgasbord. At-the lefeit-Mrt- yirginiarGantt and her husbanct







Thermador Model MC17 Microwave Oven
Only Thermador has this
Unique Sty-Hot Control
—that maintains your focid-
at Serving temperature
W'thOut. o_yeroCtOlting- Crispajood . that needs to
be crisp. Keeps- bread, rolls and even pates warm
. . a Thermador exclusive!
-LOW MED HIGH The 3 Power Levels of the
Thermador microwave oven
give you total 'flexibility In
cooking. Low and medium are
ideal for defrosting or "slow
cooking o stews or sauces High gives you typical
microwave speed.
Thermador's browner element adds the
. "finished" look to roasts, chicken, even
meringue pies
BROYINER
• The Thermador microwave oven has a deluxe
finish, with stainless steel interior, simulated
rosewood control' Panel and beautiful black
glass door.
• Your Thermador microwave oven may be built-
in or mounted under kitchen cabinets (with
optional KIT-1 installation kit).
See a Thermador demonstration







equal number of Russians,
with each group serving as'
"
Louisville Orchestra Gives
Concert Here Sunday Afternoon
By Neale B. Mason
In the years since the
Louisville Orchestra has
played a concert in Murray—
and they have been several—a
transformation has taken
place. The orchestra now
appears as „a young, vital
group with talent to spare, and
a conductor to match. It
seems tha Jorge Mester, an
outstanding musician in his
own right, has managed- to
surround himself with a 'group
of performers of competence
and ability who can bring
alive his ideas-as a conductor.
It seems to be a happy com-
bination, and Louisville should
make the most of it.
The concert heard at Lovett
Auditorium on Sunday af-
ternoon .was_a repeat of the
orchestra's Saturday night
concert in Louisville. 12ie
tentative string sound, agEd
lack of precision in the brass
in the opening of the Falla
"Dances" 
Cornered Hat" were perhaps
understandable as results of
the strange stage and
auditorium. There was,
however some nice French
horn playing, and a very
beautiful English horn solo. As
the "Three Dances"
progressed, one could hear the
strings beginning to sound,
and in the "Final Dance," a
rousing Spanish "jota" the
orchestra came alive for the
first time.
Tchaikovsky's magnificent
Violin Concerto would have
been a gourmet's delight if it
had been played for us by a
really adequate soloist. Boris
Belkin, a young Russian
violinist touring this country,
has a fist-full of technique, and
he loves to play spiccato„ but
he seems to have a rather
shaky concept of This
keystone of his instrument's
literature. Part of the blame
could be in the apparently
inadequate instrument he was
playing. It had a sweet sound,
but no depth, and constantly
broke down under his at-
tempts to force it. This led to a
chamber music concept, and
this concerto is certainly not
that. Mr. Belkin is young, and




•• •• • • • • • ••••••••••••• •••••••m•••••••••••••
i 15O0 This Coupon is Worth $25.00 ocoo i• L LJ •
. on the Purchase of a Coronamatic 2200 :
• Electric Portable Typewriter From •. . 
• Twin Lakes Office Products .. •
i 12500 Thru the Month Of November 1977 12500:
tWIIMAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC..
314 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
LW; -Apse • .t
1••••••• •'•—••••=./....../
but obviously has a promising
future.
Lack of precision and in-
tonation problems in the
woodwinds apparent in the
orchestra in the first
movement were probably the
result of their attempts to play
softly enough. The orchestra.
and Mr. Mester, did a work-
manlike job of accompanying
andy supporting the soloist,_
*he viS.s weilk and eccentric.
at heel. A highlight was the
woodwind opening to the
second movement, . and
several solo woodwind spots in
background work to the
soloist. It wouid seem that the
last movement became a
technical study rather than a
piece of concert music. The
soIo--perforrnance was not
ideal, but in all, the orchestra
was outstanding in rather
difficult circumstances.
After intermission the or-
chestra got down to work,
removing their coats due to
.-the anseasonal beat -on. the
stage. Schubert's C Major
Symphony, subtitled. the
"Great" is truly that, and it is
a real test of conductor and
orchestra to keep it from
becoming a mass of
monotonous repetition.
Mester solved this problem
masterfully. The first
movement began with the
French horn statement of the
theme, clear and sure, and the
movement unfolded into an
expansive canvas. The
necessary tempo Thange§
were subtle, and at the return
of the theme, a slight change
of pace was smoothly handled.
Certain problems with the
lower brass intonation were
noticeable in the first
movement, .and in places
throughout the symphony
One of the outstanding
moments of the symphony
came in the second movement
with the beautiful oboe solo It
would seem that the tempo
was a little faster than
customary in this movement,
but it was clearly played, and
the contrapuntal quarted
textures in the strings had a
rich, singing quality.
The heavy-footed Scherzo
suffered from problems in
intonation in the winds, un-
doubtedly due to the:Twat on
the stage, and thr transition
into the trio seemed clumsy,
but the movement-, moved
nicely, and interest was
maintained.
The last movement burst
forth in a brilliant temps, soon
relaxing into the graceful
second theme. It is this
movement that is the real test
of the conductor's ability to
avoid tedium, and Mr. Mester
overcame the problems
masterfully with tricks of
dynamics, and subtle changes
of temps. Overall, it was an
excellent reading of
Schubert's last Symphony,
and a fine showpiece for the
conductor, and the Orchestra.
. The Louisville Orchestra's
string section is outstanding,
producing a smooth sound, but
with life and brigWess where
needed. Key woodwind
players, and the solo horn_ and
harp are noticeably 'cbfir-l•
petent. There seems to- be a
unity in the orchestra's per:
formance that is promising for
the futurerIt is gratifying to
hear a group of such quality
playing so well for a Murray
audience, and we should
extend our a wreciation to, the
Murray- tiiic Mtisie
Association, arid the 'Ken t ncltr
Arts Commission for their




(AP) — Western Kentucky
University President Dr. Dero
Downing was to meet today
with , a resresentative' of
'protesting Students to discuss
the university's open-dorm
policies.
The regulations touched off
three days of peaceful
demonstrations last week.
Steve Downs, a spokesman
for the protestors, said they
object to the regulations which
require that a student's
dormitory door be left ajar
during visitation periods.
Downs said 600 students
have signed a petition asking
that Western open a co-
educational dorm by the fall of
1978 and that students 'be
permitted to paint their rooms
and rearrange the furniture.
"We feel that many of he
policies imposed on us without
our consent by the ad-
ministration and regents are
distasteful and unacceptable
to the mature young adults
who constitute a majority of
our dormitory community,"
the petition declared.
Downs was chosen to meet




I quoted my opponent correctly and not out of
context. During the meeting of Oct. 10, he said he
based his vote on statements made by the city at-
torney.
The city attorney advised me he did not make the.
statements.
My opponent has eyery rightJo his reasons for his
vote but if it is an assumption, sky so. Yet the public
would probably believe his reasons were based on -
what the city attorney said, not an assumption.
Making -misleading statements then, results in
something different than the actual facts
Qualifications for the mayor's office demand bet-
ter.
ELECT ED CHRISIAAN
hostage's in the other's cities.
And how about exchanging
U.S. and Soviet leaders and
using them as hostages so that
"neither side would attack the
other for fear of killing its own
leading citizens"?
The suggestions came in
responbe to an ad by a political
science professor working
temporarily at the Pentagon.
INTERNATIONAL-
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — The South
African and Rhodesian
governments reported killing
87 black guerrillas in two
border battles. The South
African government said its
army killed 61 guerrillas and
lost five of its own soldiers in a
36-hour battle last week along
the border between South-
West Africa and Angola.
. -UNITED, NATIONS (AP) 
The U.N. Security Council is
taking up four African
__resolutions to censure South
-Africa's racial policies. but;
U.S. sources predict British
vetoes will kill three of them
calling for embargoes On
arms, trade, investments and
loans to South Africa.
Mechanics Clinic
Set At Hoptown
HOPKINSVILLE — A  
mechanics clinic on repairing
school bus engine alternators
has been scheduled by state
Transportation Department
officials here at 5 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 2, at the.
Christian County School Bus
Garage.
Mechanics from schools in
Caldwell, Calloway, Hopkins;
Logan, Marshall, Mithlett;:--
- burg, Ohio, Todd and Trigg -
counties, as well as the
Christian County mechanics,
have been invited to attend.
MISS TRAINING SCHOOL—Miss Margaret Campbelt
who tatight_.4t the Murr.ty State  Training School-for 4- —
years and who now kw in Lebanon, Tenn., gets a hist§
from Wells Lovett, Owensboro and grandson of Murr
State's founder, Dc. Rainey T. Wells_ Both tyere hmk
the 1;* Training School reiotiona.iaturday night-
West Kentucky Livestock Shoytanyl Exposition Center, '`
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE'
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
••••••••••••••••••••
Security Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc.
will soon
Open Their Doors








The Office of Sheriff of Calloway County effects every citizen
in one way or another. I think you need to know the facts in ad-
vance, so that you may vote for the Sheriff, his deputies and his
program.
TED ALEXANDER has been a deputy Sheriff for the past two
years, and he has tried to do the best job possible, for you and all of
the County. If he is elected Sheriff he will devote 24 hours a day,
seven days a week to this dedication...trying to do an even better
job. He feels that Calloway County has problems, he knows them,
and is able to do something about them. This is EXPERIENCE, EX-
PERIENCE THAT YOU WON'T HAVE TO BUY AGAIN!
TED ALEXANDER WANTS YOU TO KNOW, NOW.. .that if elected he
will re-employ Ora Lee Lewis, David Ballentine and Gerald Boyd as
trained deputies. If other jobs are opened, he will take applications,
and screen them thoroughly, train them fully; so that you may get
the most for your money.
* * a 4re-* *
VOTE FOR EXPERIENCEvole 
TED ALEXANDER FOR SHERIFF
.Usdesesdesi) •
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ARM ElliElAl& RECAST
Kentucky Young Farmers
To Be Institute Host
The Kentucky Young
Farmer Association will host
• the 11th • National Young
Farmer Educational Institute
on December 11-14, 1977. The
- Institute will be held at the
Galt House and the Com-
monwealth Convention Center
in Louisville. Approximately
1500 Young Farmers from 30




- IMpletheir • tanufactUterS,
 - and-to Kentucky's horse in-
, dustuF have been, planned.
These _ tours will give the
visitors a broad view of
Kentucky Agriculture.
Elton Neel, a Chi-istian
County Young Farmer, is
serving as chairman for the
Institute. Noel has' been. in-
volved with the Institute since
its beginning. He was one of
Kentucky's represeatatives to
the initial meeting.
Program highlights for the
Institute, in addition to tours,
include addresses • by
Governor Julian Carroll;
The Institute will include an
extensive exhibit area with
-exhibits- from softie of the
major agriculture supply
companies.
The delegates assembly will
hold meetings on Saturday,
December 10th, and on Sun-
day, December 11th before the
official opening of the In-
stitute.lBusiness pertaining to
ther artiettle8 et-the- National
institute will be transacted at
these meetings.
Professional staff members
-working with Young Farmers
will have meetings to promote -'-'1
the program of Young Farmer
Education in their respective
states.
Sites for the 1979 and 1980
National InsittuteS" will be
. selected, and .officers will-be
elected. 
Drain a can of whole-kernel
corn and add it to a can of -
15,steived tomatoes, then heat: ...
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NIAL7NYAII/MALS, IN LARGE PART
TO THE NAT/on/5 LiCENSEO PROOLICERS OF
BioLOGICALS PRODUCE MORE AND BETTER
mEA7; EGGS, AND DAIRY PRODUCTS.
VETERINARIANS AND FARMERS' RELY ON
zirpN5Ita As AssaRANCE_ Lac POTENCY,.






Heat slices of leftover roast
pork in a barbecue sauce and
serve on toasted bread or tans
fora great open sandwich.nalanTy_   .Attorney::-aa4-- -
NFL Referee; Grady Nutt, When a recipe calls for only
"Prime Minister of Humor"; _ a few tablespoons of tomato
Pat Leimbach, Farm Wife and -paste, and you have to open a
























Our Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your check
will be credited to your ac-
count on the same day.
each month. It's safe, con-




EACH LOT OF A 4ICENE0
8/0L06/CAL -rEsreo ro







"TAME TIME... STORY 
REAP THE qtret /fi./RE, P'O7EN7;
5AFE EFFECrIVE.
THE ANIMAL HEALTH N577 TuTE
Feedlot Gain Test
For Bulls Underway
A record number of 82 bulls,
representing eight breeds of
beef cattle, are entered in this
year's Kentucky Central Bull
Test which is getting un-
derway at the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
Station's -Eden Shale Farm
near Qwenton, Ky. _ . _
The bulls on test include 22




Simmental. All have been
consigned by -Kentfitlry
breeders.
-"Thit is a feedlot gain test
that gives all balls an equaL
opportunity to express their
genetic ability to grow," says
Russell BreDahl, Extension
beef cattle specialist in the UK
College of Agriculture. The
_ Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice as-Rids the Kentucky Beef
Cattle Association in spon-
soring the bull performance
test to encourage cattlemen to
identify and use superior
bulls.
The bulls are put through a _
21-day adjustment period
before going on' the official
140-day gain test. All eat the _
same ration formulation, are
penned in the same lot,
sheltered in the- same barn
and exposed to the same
climate and stresses.
"This Minimizes en-
vironmental influences so that
genetic differences in growth
rate of the bulls can be
evaulated more accurately,"
says BreDahl.
The pay-off of the testing
program comes- next April
when Kentucky cattlemen will
have an opportunity to buy
herd-improving bulls. The
best two-thirds of the bulls of
each breed will be sold at
auction. In cases where there
are fewer than three bulls of a
breed on test, the test bull of
each breed is sold.
Information available on
each bull at the end of the test
include; average daily feedlot
gain, adjusted weaning and
yearling Weights, weight per
day of age, wither height and
fat thickness. These are im-
portant- genetic factors in bull
selection.
BreDahl points out,
however, that under central
bull-testing conditions, feedlot
gain is measured more ac-
curately than adjusted
weaning and yearling weights
because the bulls are raised on
different farms under dif
ferent conditions before
weaning. For this reason, he
says buyers should place more
emphasis on, average daily
gain when buying bulls out of a
central testing station.
"When both feedlot gain and
adjusted weaning weight are
evaluated under ideal con-
ditions, selection for feedlot
gain is expected to result in
less increase in birth weight
and mature weight but still
give 70 to 85 per cent as much
increase- ht.,̂1teanitt&:410fil
Yearling Weights as whed
selection is based on yearling
weight," adds BreDahl.
'1Since test stations evaluate
gain more accurately than
yearling weight, the response
to selection based on gain is
expected to be greater than
these figures indicate;" '
October is the he'ydey of
the pumpkin and on the rural
scene autumn just wouldn't
be complete without it. This
ponderous, golden-orange
fruit if t_he vine is not_gnly
_decorative and pleasing to the
eve, but is likewise
bkd'iñTh'a, pie-highly
ptearg to the 'Aral e.- Along
N4 MI It'inakeg .fine
tuod for livestock an is`a.
fruit of history. It is culti-
vated almost everywhere in
North 'America and had been
fur -centuries before Colum-
bus reached this New World.
-A native of Mexico and
Central America, the pump-
kin is related to the summer_ .
squash and no matter the
nunsvarieties now showing
up in cornfields across the
land, all belong to the same
farit4 - "Cucurbita peop."
__Early_caloaiers -in Virginia
found the Indians growing a
"fruite like the Muske millon,
but lesse and worse." No
doubt the Englishman 'who
left behind .this comment,
made the-mistake of trying to
eat a pumpkin raw. Cattle-
and hogs love raw pumpkin,
but to a human beingit dSes
have a dreadful taste.
But taking a tip from the




apparently using more fer-
tilizers than 7ver before:-
For the second year in a row
fertilizer sales in the state
topped the million ton mark—
and hit another new record
high.
David L. Terry, coordinator
of the fertilizer program in the
Division of Regulatory Ser-
vice of UK's Agricultural
Experimant Station, said
sales for 1977 reached 1,129,824
tons, a 11 percent increase
over the previous year. "Tfle
1977 total was 11,1,811 tons
more than the previous record
-high-of 1,018,013 tons reported
for 1976," he revealed.
"This year's total is a
preliminary figure as of now,
but when_ we get the final
figures in a few weeks, it won't
vary more than three per-
cent—and we--anticipate any
difference to be reflected as
an increase," he said.
The report is based on in-
voices of fertilizer 'Sales sent
in to the regulatory service.
Terry said the big corn crop
and other heavy yields in
Kentucky small grain- crops
this year were viewed as a
direct result of the record
fertilizer tonnage.
The record tonnage is an-
ticipated to have an impact on
the consumer, in that the
bumper crops will more than
likely mean lower consumer
prices in meat and other
staples, such as bread. "The
higher the yields, the more
food at a cheaper price,"
Terry said.
Increased use of the soil
testing program conducted
through the Kentucky Ex-
periment Station and efforts of
farmers, to generate bigger
crop. yields more efficiently'
..were _seen as the prime
reasons for the record fer-
tilizer sales in Kentucky:
"Producers today see the
value of maintaining prop
nutrients in the soil," Terry,
said, "a situation possible
primarily through application
of fertilizers in the proper
amounts and formulas.'2-.
The record use of fertilizers
gave rise to one point,
however. Fossil fuels are a
necessity in the manufacture
of most fertilizers. For
example, terry noted, 40,000
cubic feet of natural gas is
required to produce a ton of
anhydrous ammonia. Thus,
producing more fertilizer
means increasing the use of
fossil fuel energy sources.
He said he -didn't have any
specific figures on how much
fossil fuel energy was
required to manufacture the
fertilizer sold in Kentucky in
the past year. "But the fact
remains, if we keep up the
productivity of out land, we
have to maintain a certain
level of fertilization," he
concluded.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension sr:midwifes sr
the UK College of Agriculture
Dried fruits are chewy;
delicious and nutritious, ac-
cording to UK extension food
specialists. But when you use
them on camping trips or as a
snacking food, remember that
their high concentration of
natural. sugar can behard on




desires to be your
City Councilman for
Ward B
Hoping to build na better cit$, for the people
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Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
cooked pumpkin to be some-
thing else-a highly nourish-
ing food. The colonists made
pumpkin stew, soup,
pudding, bread, and griddle
c-ake - well • as-pie-:-The-flesh-
was also cut into: strips for
-when, spring and winter eating, _
Back in colonial times,
even . the pumpkin shell was
purto good -use. -Early New
:England --alue laws required
men to have their hair
trimmed around a cap. Some-
times a dried half shell of a -
pumpkin was substituted for
-a cap by -those serving-- as
,barbers; hence New England-
ers were often called "pittk..
kinheads," 'an epithet that" I
entered into American idiom,
meaning a_,stupid- -character.
Another term, "some
pumpkins," meaning a person
or thin_g_qf some consequence
is said to have been coined by
New Yorkers in the 1850's
when their fancies were taken
by some enormous pumpkins
displayed at country fairs.
Henry _Ward. . Beechei„_‘. the
noted, preacher, startled a. lot
of Englishmen when he
referred to London as being
"some punkin of a city."
Pumpkins do sometimes
reach tremendous size. We
h earcLpf one owingjna y iC
newground cove in Martin
County, Ky., that tipped the
.-xqrkes...atApaziy 400 porrnris
and was the falk of the coun-
tryside. At this late date we
haye po way.,_of_c_opfuming
this-si-uFyT-b.u4-h-auei-rie-reastrri-•
to doubt the tale. •
nimPkiii-S' are easy Pro-
duce and.. despiti. the . fact:-
many people believe they will
cross with watermelons and •-
as James.. Whitcomb 
wjote them taste
like punkins from core to
rines," experienced horticul-
turists say not so. But some-
that is so is that, with-
out pumpkins something
wonderful would be missing
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Complete Rations In Meal of Pellets For All Lrestock
VITA FERMI; SEEWICE HEADQUARTERS:
HORSE FEED
We Can 144.‘ loYous-Sakificatiosioc..Supper-Comaloto-Flaii.
DOG FEED.
SPORT MIX --- .IRT.177
Hunters.sed Kennel Owners Ask About Our Menet Price of 500
Lbs. and.Overlipproved By The National Research Council.
EQUPMENT
WHOLESALE DISTRINTORS
• Farm Equipment. triestoct festers and Waterer' -
•
ANIMAL HEALTH: SUPPLIES.
A. full .and .Gwnplcte Line of-Products for Prevention Of Livestxk
Disease. Prescription Drugs Available Through Your ifaterinarisa.
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Discuss Your Animal






PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE
Your neighbor Nutrena knows how to help.
cc.> Nutrena.
MR. FARMER!




TO ECONOMIZE MEANS TO CUT COSTS — AND CUTTING
COSTS MEANS USING A STEIGER TRACTOR.
*FEWER MAN HOURS *LOWER FUEL COSTS
*LESS DOWN TIME
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION...WE ARE THE
COMPETITION!!
Tee;Direct Net-line te Farm Machinery At It's lest.
Jest Another Service Frei" Tenoiny's Igraip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO
MLR% NOWAY 121 -,WKIAJOAV, Wank0
247-6070.1f1115:110 fit 1,401It 751745z- i;47
Hog Market
Federal State Market kiew4 $enace. lk-tobee 31, 9777
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog MarketReport Includes 8 Buying Stationsfir elpts Act 770 F.st 600 Barrows
Cod.s steady- 25 lower Sows steady 50n.gher
I'S 1-2 200-230 lbs




US 1-2 270.350 lbs




$39 00-39 50 ,
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14 Chores 32 Fat ot swine nitcn '
17 Quarrel 35 Sadden 48 Lock of hair
20 Sean Asia 37 Shakespearian 51 Sacred bull
23 Negative king 53 Reverberairon
24 Metrusertp2 -38-Mentnaten-------M-Soatr-----
labbr I 39 Cistern -58 Symboi for
25 Ancient • 41 Hard of tantalum
Greek _fit/ Poen ,
district 43 Eemale 62 Symbol for '
27Wirrig'sden , relatives ____ _iron
08018 -• nction-- - 04 for.ent, "30 Dregs 46 Symbol for lcolloct I
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DEAR, MAY I ASK





VE C'ECIDEt7 I NEED
'SOMETHING TO BELIEVE IN
50 I'M 60ING TO SIT HERE
























1 Legal Notice 1 Legal Notice
NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given bY the Ourray Plan-
ning Commission that a public hearing will be .
-- _held on Noyember-1, 1977, at 7:00 P.M. in City--
Hall Building. The purpose of this meeting is to _
.7- :hear, public comment= a proposal to rezone the
following described area within the City pf
- - Murray, Kentucky,, from R-2, Single Family
Residential, to R-4 Multifamily Residential: - -
Beginning at the southeast corner of lot num-
ber 7 in Plainview Acres Subdivision, unit 4 then-
ce North 3 deg. 44' 44" East along the east boun-
dary of said subdivision 59 deg. 44'; thence North
83 deg. 49' 52" Fast 700.00'; thence South'3 deg.
44' 44" West 435.31' to a point on Coleman
McKeel's north boundary; thence North 83 deg.
49'12" West and following said boundary 700.04';
thence North 3 deg. 4' 44" Fast 373.76' to the point
of beginning. This tract contains 6.988 acres.
This tract being a portion of the Roberson
Lassiter Estates Subdivision.
All interested parties are cordially invited to
attend.
Steve Zea, Resident Planner
W. A. Franklin, Chairman,
Planning Commission
I WANT TO 5E6 THE
"GREAT GRAPE" WHEN
ARRIVES ..
1T TAKES ALL THE
STRAIN OUT OF BEING







AND DON'T EVER WALK
NTO SOMEBODY S PRIVATE
BATo4R00M AGAN ‘,./1"yOuT


















I'LL_ MAKE YOU 044,THANK )txj,
HEA OF THE SBUM —
Ff3I, r•05DicK T
._...hISS .1:1M not a cqnsideration" on how _ _ _years. The things that have gone up the
he voted on the 15th Street Lisue. ' most are things that the sanitation
"It was not my proposal and I had department uses, fuel, parts for heavy
nothing to do with it. Em like the other etlintilmeUt,- new tricks, bull dozers.
Things of that nature have increased
much more rapidly than things like
clothing and groceries and when you
are talking about an average rate of
inflation, you are talking about some
-the immunity, he avoided Spending tax And-at the time this budget was set, we
..money in a law'suit. "My -reason for had not had the experience with the
voting for Dr. Lowry's proposal as I did harsh winter that we had that destroyed
was the fact that I would not have spent a lot of our streets and there was a
my own money in a lawsuit to prevent great deal more work to do this year
the closing of 15th Street when I didnl. . - than normally wand have been done
think I had a legal case," Dr.-Henley and in the street department there is
said. . _..... . never any shortage of work. In
. The candidate commented on his designing a budget, you've got to allow
attitude toward serving on city yourself some flexability because you
government, -I have got a job to do on -have unexpected things that come up
'the council and I try to do that job to the
best of my ability. Of course my
and, if. you do not design it flexible
budget, then- you are going to be in
probtem in city government is the trouble," Dr. Henley said.
problem anyone who does something. If Dr. Henley said his overall goal if
you sit on the city council and do elected is to -increase the efficiency of
nothing; it is difficult to find things that"— tity-government and- ttc• make city
you have done wrong, because you government more responsive to the
haven't done anything in the beginning, taxpayer."
but a person such as myself, who is TO increase efficiency Dr. Henley
continually trying to find a better way
to do things, a more efficient way to do
„things, has to maketnistalies-beeause-E-
am only human. Now, there are areas
where I feel we have saved the public
money-in the area of sanitation have
managed to cut off some men and
equipment and made that department
(Continued From Page 1
govertfeent, that the mayor viould
have some obligation to his principal
source of income. Common sense tells
me that-is-it-real basic conflictrtdr-
affiliation with Murray State as a state-
controlled institution."
c1osing of 15tti Street,
Chrisman said, "Mr. Henley during.
public meetings in city hall stood up
and said he was opposed to 15th Street
closing. And I believe indicated that he
would oppose any such closing.
However, his voting with the majority
of the council in denying Mayor Scott
the right to answer the injunction by the
state, not a suit filed by the city, but an
injunction filed by the state on the
closing the street, some feel his position
was reversed. That could be construed
as a conflict of interest. And, he voted in
-favor of the university. I' voted no. The
vote was 9-3 against the mayor and the
injunction.
"I have never made an issue of
closing 15th Street as an individual. I
try not to use 15th Street because of the
heavy-traffic. The students, faculty use
15th Street. I avoid the street as a
courtesy to the people who must use it.
And personally, it didn't effect me. But,
as a city councilman, 'how I personally
feel, or where my sympathies might lie,
had nothing to do with the way I voted.
It was the principle involved in closing
the street without the courtesy and
consideration of the people of the city
that bothered me. Because if they can
close 15th, you can see what they did on
Chestnut, which has proven to have a
serious impact on Murray and on
Murray merchants, and they can close
another street if they so desire. I'm of
the opinion the City has a vested in-
terest in anything that involves it, the
candidate said.
"Data, statistics and figures are
frequentlY used to make point. And
because the public dies not know the
real fNts, that information can be
rather convincing. But, unfortunately,
the information as its used is entirely
misleading, and all the facts are never
presented," Chrisman said.
Chrisman continued, "Mr. Henley
mentioned a few days ago the street
department was well over budget in
spending. And, that he had the foresight
to plan for a flexible budget. The truth
is, the reason the city may end the year
in the black despite this rather sub-
•stantial deficit spending, is the fact the
revenue from the insurance tax, and
• some increase in some vehicle licenses,
has been over-budgeted enough in
receipts to probably make up the street
department's deficit with the good
possibility the sanitation department
will also have a deficit."
"Two of his departments, plus the
budget committee, completely ignored
deficit spending in the street depart-
ment, it had been called to their at-
tention on several occasions. He had
nothing, to do with this increase in
revenue. He didn't underestimate the
increase in revenue because we didn't
-.:1 4044041.0104iid ts,WW!aci te
previous years ah a basis," Chrisman
said he plans to reorganize the struc-
ture of the committee system on the
council. "Presently you have a *reit
man committee in chrge of each
department and there's very little
coordination between deliartments that
have some similar responsibilities. For
example, in the area of public works, as
said.
• "In some areas we're going to be
under in estimated rs1.nue. We will not
• Uke-Mainifeh-in-Oney as-fiVinnecr.--
"Quite frankly the budget has
worked. it's workectf or four years, but,-
the watchdog of city expenditures is the
mayor and our city clerk. Our city clerk
is doing an outstanding job in watching
-expenses. The budget chairman never
knows what is going on until our city
clerk sells him, and that is frequently
too late,, because it has already been
spent. Our city clerk and mayor really
control our budget, along with our
department heads. They should be
-given a good bit of credit for operating
in the black in 1977."
On an occupational tax Chrisman
said, "I have publicly and privately
oppoSed a payroll lax. We do not need
it. But, I do not publicly take one
position and privately take another
position.
"I have listened to four years some
proponents of a payroll tax oh the city
council who have publicly denied or
publicly opposed a payroll tax. I've
listened to it for four years," he said.
Chrisman said a rough draft of a
payroll tax ordinance has originated
with some council members. "Prior to
Nov. 8, some council members will say
they're opposed to a payroll tax. Some
of those members are now pushing for a
payroll tax. .1 was told it would be a one
percent.. .and is based on some or-
_ -dinarices iron-other cities," Chi is,' rarr
declared.
"I prefer to use revenue sharing
funds to help operate the city in the
most effective rnahner as possible. I
would really prefer to use revenue
sharing funds for capital investments,
long range programs that require a lot
of money, large investments in heavy
equipment, streets, 'curbing, sidewalk,
guttering. But, you cannot use revenue
, 11 councilmen, I cast the vote for one
-reason or another. The reason that I
- east .rny • vote-on Dr. Lawry's corn-
- promise proposal was the fact that the
- only legal basis for action to prevent the
closing of 15th Street that was, to my things going up some and some things
kpowing ever cited at the city council going up a lot.
meeting, waS the state law that says. if . don't,think there. is another town in-
. you open a thoroughfare to the public The tJ.S. that has a sanitation depart-
you keep that thoroughfare open a ment that will come to your house one a
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Melvin Hertfey
; Continued From Page I •
academic freedom. It is set up that way more efficient. think the' sanitation I have termed it, you have water and
traditionally so that you do have a wide - rate would bear that out. In the last five sewer, gas, streets, sanitation and you
leeway in what you do," Dr. Henley years we have not raised the sanitation ve a central billing division. Rather
said. rate and certainly we have had rain- Man having a three man committee
The candidatesaid bis affiliation with • pant inflation in the U.S. in the last five over each of these, with very little if
any coordination between the activities
I Would propose to put one councilman
in charge of each of those five areas,
then have the, five councilmen meet as a
committee of a whole. In this manner,
each councilman would be responsible
for the particular aspects of his
operation and he would report, at the
committee meeting of the five coun-
cilmen. _
"I would propose the committees
meet on the first and third Thursday _
nights at 7:30. The couritil meets twice
a month. A citizen withliTifoblem in
certain number of years, --then-You - week, go behindyour house, drag your one of these areas would know when the
cannot close that street without taking garbage out to the street, put it in a conuniitee met, where it met and what
certain Kentucky Revised Statutes truck, drive eight to 10 miles to a Ian- time, and they could meet with council
df ill, cover it, run the best landfill in the members in a small group to discuss
state of Kentucky and do all this for Particular problem. As it is now, no
2.50 a month and still run in the black," knows when the committee meets, if
the candidate explained, they ever meet, or where they meet.
this particular statute does not hold "The street department . had - Dr --Heiifey said his proposed ad-
the state that i,the atate_ta_ ,.problem because-our budget-is w0rked----411illiStfatiYe changes-"would brigg the
immune to that particular section of in November and Deeember and water and gas _sYstem together, and
KRS. Thus, the law does not apply, to that budget runs for the-next 12`tnonths.". iatild place the streets and sanitation
aide of Xentuat$"", Dr. Henley ---&) you are talking about 14 months lead departments as an adjunct to the
said. He added further that hecaUst or • ...time_y_en you are setting Me budget --___-_clfNrtments:*- tiglartmenti- *13- um -
nble to transfer -equipment when
needed,- increasing efficiency rild
cutting expenses.
The candidate said he doesn't favor a
payroll tax at this time. "It is un-
popular. The citizens are against it. I
don't believe the council will undertake
to pass a payroll tax in this town
because of its unpopularity," he said.
Dr. Henley cited his qualifications
interns of his managerial ability. "I
have, a proven record in managerial
ability becauge I have built two
businesses from scratch. I did the
design work, the layout work, the
engineering work, sukrvised con-
struction and I have-experience in most
aspects of city government through my
trailer court. That was obtained on a
small scale, that is, water lines, sewer
lines, the laying out of lines, the design
of these lines, the maintenance of these
lines, whichAs one of the important
aspects of city government.
''I feel I could be a benefit to the city
and the' • residents in a managerial
position. I am willing to take the time if
the people desire,".Dr. Henley said.
 
prescribed legal steps even if you have
a deed to the property.
"Our city attorney Wells Overbey
stated on a number of occasions that
sharing for .all those projects and
operate -the city, which has not in-
creased its revenkie an appreciable
amotinf because there Ras been no
increase in taxation in the city of
.Murray in several years," Chrisman
said.
Chrisman cites his 45-plus years in
business as qualifications to serve as
Murray city mayor. The candidate
points to experience in finance, ac-
counting, -purchasing, personnel,-
management.
"I have been reasonably successful in
every job I have undertaken,"
Chrisman said, "I have learned to work
with and for lot of people."
Asked if he had any major changes in
mind for city administration. Chrisman
said, "I have no radical changes. The
city has enough projects and programs
underway that should be completed,
that it will take the mayor's entire time.
"We have some departments that will
need special attention but the quality.
caliber, of our department heads
currently is exceptional. I believe in
developing the talents we have,-
Chrisman said.
Chrisman said his top priority if
elected "is that I will operate the city
government as efficiently, as
economically, as effectively as my
abilities permit."
"I'll do that cooperatively with city
council, department heads, and city
.personnel. I will make every effort to
sertr—uttl- trpgr-amg 'ursiàge
system moves along as rapidly as
possible. I will set priorities for every
department, because it is impossible
for each department to do all the things
we would like them to do. We will go
after those priorities if we have the
money available. I will be open to
change," Chrisman said.
• The candidate also promised oneness
with the public.
"OAKHURST" RECEPTION — After Murra State's Horttecorning football
victory Saturday over Eastern Kentucky, alumni and friends of the university
flocked to "Oakhurst," the president's hotly where Presiclotavvwf.A4rs.
Constantine Curtis, upper rigtittakt-whitItait ..intaatr,
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Notice is hereby given by the Murray Plan-
ning Canmission that a. public hearing wl be
held on November 8, 1977, at 7:00 P.M. at Murray
City Hall Building. The purpose of this meeting is
to hear public comment on a proposal to rezone
three ( 31 lots in Oak Creek Estate;Subdivision.
.The.lots and proposal ton-ezone are described
as follows:
tot 2 from R-4 Residentiol to 1-2 Business. . . . .
Legal description of a tract of land situated in
' the City of Murray. County-of Calloway:State of
,• Kentucky, being' a part of the NorthwestQuAtter
of Section 22, Township, 2, Range 4 East, and
being further deseribed as follows:
- Commencing at a point on the North right-of-
-may line of Kentucky Highway 121-U.S. Highway
0641 Connector, said point being 1049.77' West of
the Southeast corner of the Northwest Quarter of
Section 22, Township 2, Range 4 East; thence
North 2 des. 02' 43" West 1050.00' to the point of
beginning; thence Srorth de g:1:12"--43- Wes
464.58'; thence North 88 deg. 07' 08" East 1053.59'
.a point located on the 'city of _Murray tract;-.
thence-South 2 deg. ,02' East.alang_the..West
boundary of said tract 414.56'; thence South 85
deg. 24' 00" West 1054.64' to the. point of begin-.
ning. This tract contains 10.632 acres.
Let 3 from R-4 Residential to-B-7 Rosiness
Legal description of a tract of land situated in
the City of Murray, County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest Quarter
• of Section A_ Township 2,, -Menge 4 East, and
being further described as follows:
Beginning at a point located on the East right-
of-way line of North 16th Street, said point being
the Southwest Corner of the Murray Moose Lodge
tract; thence North 87 deg. 59' 25" East along the
South boundary of said tract 591.04'; thence Nor-
th 2 deg. 55' 01" West along the East boundary of
said tract 450.95',Ict,a.Roint on the South boandary.
-of the Dunnaway tract; thence North .87 deg: 59' '
25" East along said boundary 300.16'; thence
North 2 deg. 34' 35" West along Diumaway's East
boundary 199.09' to a point on Brent Manning's
South boundary; thence North 88 deg. 07' 08"
East along Manning's South boundary 769.29';
thence South 2 deg. 02'41" East 1-163.96%'• thence.
Aouth 84 deg. 15' 04" West 1644.99' to the East
right-of-way line of North 16th Street; thence
North 2 deg. 55' 01" West and following said
right-of-way line 623.07' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 36.041-acres, bin is subject to
a water and sewer line easement as described in
nee..4 ,Book-155, Card 1236._ • . _ _
Lot 4 from R-4 clad Agriculture td R.5 Residential
Legal description of a tract of land situated in
--the City of Murry, County of Calloway, State of -
Kentucky, being n part of the Northwest Quarter
of Section 22, Township 2,. Range 4 East, and
being further described as follows:
Beginning at a point located on the North right-
of-way line of Kentucky Highway 0121-U.S. High-
was; fift 'ctipipM.or. Said beginiiilig.point.being
1049,77' West of the _Southeast corner Of_the Nor--
thwest Quarter of Section 22, Township 2, Range
4 East, said beginning point also being the-Nor-
theast corner of the Murray State University
tract; thence South 84 deg. 15' 04" West along the
North boundary of said tract 833.80' to Dan
Miller's Northeast property corner; thence
South 83 deg. 53' 22" Westolong Dan Miller and
W. 0. Vaughn's North bolidary 566.49'; thence
North 4 deg. 38' 18" West 100.49'.; thence North 71
deg. 18' 20" West and 'still following W.:" 0.
Vaughn's North boundary 254.90' to the East
right-of-way line of North 16th Street; thence
North 2 deg. 55' 01" West and following said
right-of-way line 97.75'; thence North 84 deg. 15'
04" East 1644.97'; thence South 2 deg. 02' 43"
East 300.62' to the point of beginning. This tract
contains 10.516 acres, but is subject to a sewer
line easement as described in Deed Book 155,__
Card 1235, and a water and sewer line-easement---
as described in Deed Book 155, Card 1236, and a
20' wide sewer line easement as described in
Deed Book 136, Page 169.
All ilites estedparties are cordially invited to
attend this public hearing.
Steve Zea, Resident Planner
W. A. Franklin, Chairman
Planning Commission
=NMI
YOUR NEED is our
eoneerry. NEEDUNE;
753-6333.





history to: P.O. Box 142
gurraYslcy. 42071.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra-
copies, Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
.Artcraft, 148 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking





Pedatt sale and fasl with Gobest.:
lablell tad (Nap -war sill-









The supplying of electrical materials for lighting
ballfields in the Murray-Calloway County Parks
located on Payne Street.
Funded By: United States Department of the In-
terior, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation-BOR Project
No:21-00435
BIDDING
:Sealed bids will be opened by Owner: -
• The Murray-Calloway. County Parks &
- Recreation Board
10th & Payne Streets, P.O. Box 224
Murray, KY 42071
Date: November 8, 1977
Ilme: 4 p. m.
BIDDING INSTRUMENTS
Bidding Instruments consisting of materials rimy be.
gibtained by the Parks and. Recreation Dept. P.O.
Box 224, Murray, KY 42071 )I-502-753-7640)
REJECTION
Owner reserves the-right to reject any or all .bida
and to waive any informalities in the bids.











_JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
'Teaching them .to ob-
serve all things what-
soever I have com-
manded you: And, lo I
ain with you always,
even unto the end of the
world." This directive
Wart° the disciples big --SOME'ONE TO KEEP 14
is also binding upon all month old child in my
home. Needed im-
mediately. Call 753-8445
after 5 p.m. '
FOR WATKINS
PrOducts Contoc.t.











high school or college
education. Call 247-3775
after 6 p. m.
HELP
WANTED
u4 bee years- af
.age or over. Personal
interviews only. Apply -
In person.- ,
- hears Pizza ---
510Main5tratot
Murray. Kentucky
14. Want To Buy





WE BUY used trailers.












$9.30 scale plus benefits.
eall .753-2498.
BABYSITTER in my
home 5 day week. 7 to 4.
References required.
Must provide own
• -transportation. Call 753-
0907 *after 430 pm. t
WANTED BABYSITTER




you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal life.
For assistance call 753-,











requested to check the







tY SO PLEASE .CHECK
YOUR AID CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROM-








hostess. You will be










welcome to le pply. Call
502/842-5564 or write
Community Greeting




SMALL NIGHT classes in
batiking, start
November 8th, weekly.




Opening available for experienced, and/or
Trainee, Drug store or Grocery store
background required. We are interested in-per-
sons who want to advance in our growing
operations. Must relocate. Working. conditions,










Responsible for custody, control and tran-
sportation of correctional facility residents. May
involve rotating shift work or weekend work.
Requires at least high school plus one year of
general work experience or additional
education, age 21.
- -











- ecnteh -and chair. Good'
condition. Call 753-7708,
EXTRA NICE,
room suite with 3 tables
and 3 lamps. '175.00.
Phone -753-5609, 9 to 5
• weekdays. ••
WOULD „LIKE to buy
registered ‘e ire haired 
FRIGIDATRE




- electric range. Doris
STANDING TIMBER by Hoe, 1603 Keeneland.
the acre or footage. Call
4984757.





  Waited _
Ileeeer - 2 flaw old braiding
plit.911, Matadi*g wild are,.
LS.
4--Aer,7$4s,Loy4udlle, Ks,
15 Articles For Sale
SALE ALUMINUM
ladder 5' $12.88,6 $14.88,°

















. HOUSE OF l'HOIJSANDS
---Needteart Center, South
- - 16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




stitch, crewel, and flos.s
-embrodiary.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn:- Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.
OVER 100 BOARD feet. of
cured unplaned cherry.
Whole lot, only $75.00.-
Call. 753-6625,,
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8




--FOR SALE- M- Fermi&
- tractor and two row 305
corn picker. Call 753-




Plow and disc. Call 753-
2569.
orwrr WARN! SfOrtNING -
LP gas heaters, one
autocrat_ LP heater. Call
• 436-2411 _ weekends' and- -
after 6 p.- m. 753-2424
from 8-5 p. m. week-
days.






32 CALIBER hi powered
rifle. Winchester 94.
J.E. Vinson, Benton, Ky.
-Route 5, Box 210.
SALE. KITCHEN faucets , 40 DUCK DECOYS' for
- chrome 8". center; sale. CIll 753332. -
$11.99. Washerlecs-type, -  
517.88. Single lever type, _
Paris.
Wallin Hardware





cream box, 4 x 6 Powers
milk box with sliding
doors. Call 1-901-593-5274
after 5. Good condition.
-
YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT worries will be
over when you come see
a unique collection of
antiques, depression
glass and dried flower
arrangements on
display inside the Hair
Dresser Beauty Shop,
201 South 6th St. Sold by
Mr. Euple Morris
through the Month of
-November. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
from 10 a.m.torl:30 p.m.
CRAFTSMAN Best, 10"
radial arm saw with
stand, 3 drawers, saw
dust collector. Carbide
and other blades. 225.00.
Call 753-6625.
OAK FIREWOOD, 15.06
rick delivered. Call 753-
4304 after 5 p.m.
WARM MORNING gas
heating'. stove. 150.00.
Tappan gas cook stave
with hood, 75.00. Both in







22" cut :1 h.p. B and S
engine TM.88. Wallin
liard\%;irt Parts- .
SAI.F. MO WATT 4 stack
Mattht.15 electric heat








lbs. Wing Chapperal 45-
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45-




Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged













Avoid Costly Homo Itepoirs
Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
Nemo wood mid osowtod yew 2)
!Item Do ..et apt MT Pelmet we lob
is fisishod.





SALE BATH TUB faucets




SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your Specs. West Ky.








gALE ttikE4-saw chains -
313" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
20" _bar 210. 95, 24" bar
We also have
bargain in sprockets and








made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.











Perfect for dorm room
or second T.V. G_oogl
condition. Best offer.
Call 7674114 anytime.
ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
now and save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year. service.
Sissons Zenith sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174. Open 7 : 30-
5:30 or anytime by
appointment. -
SEARS BLACK and white
T.V. console. Working
order. $35. Call 753-0605.
ZENITH T.V.' a and
stereos at the -lowest
.prices in.WesLIcy.„ We
service what we sell;
this includes lake area.
All work is guaranteed
-so come to Sissons
Zenith Sales and save.
Highway 94, 18 miles
West of Murray. Open r
7:30-5:30, or anytime by
aPpointztient, "phOne
-382-2174-or 382-274
27. Moolle Home Sales
1972 BASSETT house
trailer 12, x 70. Com-
pletely furnished in-
cluding washer and
dryer. Front and back
porches. Call 753-5334
days or 753-5686 nights.
1974 MOBiLE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,









34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM
modern brick house. All -
conveniences. Located








puppies. 8 weeks old.
Reduced prices. Call
759-1208 after 5 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED
miniature Dachshund
puppy. 9 weeks old.
Female, 50.00. 1631




. 90.00. 'Call 753-1948' or
753-2593.
41 Public Sales
- "MOVING RA1.F Amami
25". cubic ft. frost free
side by side refrigerator
freez_er, Ayasado. RcA
Whirlpool - washer, like








Call 753-3121, 410 South
12th.
43 Real Estate
-NEAR THE LAKE - 1.38
4 acres, two buildings.
Gas heat, storm win-
dows. Can be bought
worth the money. Call







mobile home spaces for -
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
20' x 30' BUILDING,
concrete-floor, excellent
Condition. 242 miles 94






31 Want To Rent
WANT LAND FOR row
crop. Call 4354593 or
489-2570.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED rooms for
rent. Girls crnly;litilities
paid. Call 753-2202 or
apply 1415 Main St.
SMALL APARTMENT on
Ky. Lake, electric heat








60.00 per month. Call
753-3685.

















ON HIGHWAY 121 West -
stone -house and large
shaded lot. WHY
RENT? About 6. miles
Wag, ,daublit garage
with 2 room apartment
above. LARGE LOT on
121 West has 80 x 60





and save - three 3
bedroom houses under
construction. Buy when
" finished on outside or
contractor will give
price finished. WEST
OF MURRAY -36 acres,
49 acres, 77 acres or 85
acres. Call 489-2110.
REALTORS
- - - -




prises await youth this




drapes, and blending •
deep pile carpet. will .
_enhance your living
enjoyment. Only $29,508.
Call today. Don't delay!
Donl delay! Don't
Delay!!! Boy! Mapes
Real Estate, 105-N. 12th,
753-8080.
eKOPPgRUDREALTYM






HOUSE AND 4 acres -
Newly listed executive
home located lour miles
West 'of • Murray near:7-
Southwest Elementary' •
, School. Hone features 4e..,





and many extra line;
features. Phone- Kop-i
perud Realty, 75.1222
come by our • con- -
veniently located office
at 711 Main Street for
assistance in any real
estate matter.
Nm








/As/ Your Property With Us
505 /Asia St. 753-0101
CHOICE NEW LISTING
Almost new 3 bedroom, 2 bath home 1 mile from
Murray. Many outstanding features including
great room with wciod-burning fireplace,
beautiful cabinets in kitchen, large 2-car garage
with milside storage building, wooden
deck in back of house. Priced to sell fast! 30's.
ROPPERUD
REALTY fira
7 1 1 Main 753-1222 -
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474
*4
Better Homes & Gardens
Would love this 3 bedroom. 2 bath home with decuralw
paper and parquet_Jormal dining room, family room with
fireplace. This home is found hi a most pleasant location
that is close to everything, Toe privateshowing call 'U-




1/444141102/.1 - TS iqlfsfieliiirefla fobs - 73T-6079
lomHeiernonSpeairmeynn 754 -45,79...6,4:lenvithoskoSmitht...- 744131444699




































































• Property - We have._
had request recently for
acreage from 2 acres to
50+ ... including
acreage East of Murray.,
If you have land you are
interested in selling, call




t Tart-a trd-- s aTE4
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want







den 22 x 16t carpeted
throughout, many ex-
tras, shaded lot 125 x
273, -lots of shrubs, 7
miles from Murray on
Hwy. 299. Call 489-2643
after 6 p.m. Priced in
low es.
'COUNTRY FOLKS -
Located 6 miles from
Murray. This------3-
bedroom, 1 kt bath home
offers easy, happy
family living at a
reasonable price. Home
is situated on acres
. with lots of shade trees
,77-M1d tw6 outside storage
--buildings. Priced. at
32,500.00. Phone Kop-





- 'Yea/ Kvy Peopf• Reef Estate
753-7724
901 Syernerere. klerrey, 14.
43 Real Estate
J77UYL 3 hr. 2 bath
brick home 2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs apartment and
detached apartment.
Should _rent for $200
monthly. $49,500. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate. 753-
3263 anytime.
Purdom Thruman







on beautiful wooded lot
near the university.
Owners transferred_ and




much more. Priced to
sell fast! 20's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best




• GAeeu, Co.+ 11.6.
45. farms For Sale
50 ACRE L. C. Huie farm
on Johnny Robertson
Road. Beautiful wooded
building sites, and good
farm land. Call Eddie
Hide, 753-5532. -
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER 8
room brick home on
quiet street close to
schools. Dining room,
--r-denc 2 full baths. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air. Lots of storage
-Including `walk-in
closets. Double- garage,









The Get and Service of The
Following Great Sires
Will Be Featured:
•CMR Perfect Victor 31









(21 cows with calves)
Free lunch served at 11:00 am.
W. Keith Duncan, Owner
Paul Manker, Mgr.
,Route 9, Marion, Kentucky
Phone: 502-965-2414
HOUSE AND 4 ACRES
Just listed this executive home located 4 miles
West of Murray near Southwest Elementarr
School. Home features 4 bedrooms, 2u2 baths,
family room with fireplace, formal dining room,
fenced backyard, outside storage building and
much, much mofe. _This is one of the finest
homes we have listed this year. Phone us today




George Gallagher 7538129 t eri Andersen 753-7932
Merry. Patterson 492.8302 Bill Kopperud Z53-1111
Bill Royburn 753 4474
46 Homes foi Sale
FOR SALE BY _OWNER
-3 bedruom house.
Near University. Priced
in 20's. Call 753-8726
after 5 p. m.
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath, living room, den,
kitchen and dining
room. Efficiency cot-




College Farm Rd. ,
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick, 141 baths, large
kitchen-den, 3 walk











THREE Bedrooms 2 II 1-po4t-r miNT) •-ov REAviNG A
baths," fully carpeied, 1300K AT THE TAME ,-AMV, 13111




BY OWNER 5 room
house, aluminum siding.
Large yard and garden.
Immediate possession.
If interested call 753-




Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
Living r9orri dining area.
Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
6 p. m.
47. Motorcycles
MO YAMAHA- 80 -YZ.
good condition. $275.
Call 753-0457.
1973 175 HONDA-- road
bike. Good shape. $200.
Call 753-8719 after 5.
48 Automotive Service
TIRE SALE: Truck load,
--,,.14'1:dr.1yester white
wall premium grade. 12-





+ $1.79 FET; C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.30 FET;
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
FET; G78x14 or 15-
$22.38 + $2.60 .FET;
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
$3.13° FET. Wallin
.Hardware Paris._
SALE OIL filter. $1.49, air








49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970 GTO, immaculate
condition. 1973 Vega red
and white automatic.





1976 FOUR WHEEL drive
F 250. Call 759-1130.
1975 PLYMOUTH grand
Fury.- With air con-
dition, power windows,
new power brakes, and





CB. 4,295.00 firm. Call
753-5469 after 5.
1967 CHEVEtLE Malibu,
4 door, blue, 307
automatic. 250.00. Call
345-2295.
1973 MARK IV, silver
with burgundy interior,
tilt wheel, cruise con-
trol, power windows and
seats, AM-FM stereo
and tape. 31,000 actual
miles. 4,350.00. Call 753-





49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, ex-
cellent bey: Call 753,
4331.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
- 1966 Ford van, in-
terior all done in carpet.
Roof scoop and chrome
wheels. Call 759-1813
after 4 -
1978 OLDS 98 Luxury
sedan, all power,
leather, electric moon-
roof, brown on brown
$10,000. 1978 Corvette
red,. red leather. auto._
cruise. 1978 T Bird
silver, silver interior, all
power. Call 767-4929.
1975 PINTO station
wagon, 6 cylinder, air
conditioned, clean.-
'2,5 0 0 .00; Buddy-
Valentine, 753-4981, 1704
Greenbrier.
1966 OLDS DYNAMIC 88




truck. Call 753-4669 or
come see George Hodge,
205 South 5th.
1974 DODGE TRUCK
with topper, 1973 Dodge
Dart Swinger. Call 753-
5809.
1976 TRANS AM Firebird.
Loaded. 4,800.00. Low
mileage. Call 753-2335 or
inquire at Corvette
Lanes.
1968 FORD FAIRLANE, 6
cylinder, automatic,
excellent-condition. Call
753-3384 after 5 p.m._
1968 VOLVO P1800S with





Cutlass, 350 engine, 4
barrel carburator,
automatic transmission,
ET chrome spoke mag
wheels. 60's on the back, .
74's on front. 700.00. Call-
753-3187.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt -
Wheel, landau top,
excellent buy. Call 753--
4331.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE OR TRADE'
1946 Ford pickup truck.
Needs work. 125.00. 1967
T0y01,11 Lan5I .Cruiser
engine. 250.00. Call 436-
5412.
O. Campers




like new. Call 436-2437




department at 1-24 and





both Starcraft arid Fan.
Travel, trailers- and-pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located &
miles East of Murray on
















steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30





FENCE. SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor





decorative rock or stock









dry, work ..00mpletely- -
guaranteed, Call or
write  Morgan Con-
structioa-Co., RuuLèZ
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION SAVES
PI. Attics and walls
blown. Free estimates.
Call 753-3316.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 4364348. -
PAINTING, INTERIOR.
exterior. Also dry wall




home or industrial. Call











removed from your yard
or land cleared of •
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 247
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
tall for free estimate,




The whole family will love it! This home offers
something for everyone - Large well arranged
kitchen with lots of cabinets for Mom A den big
on space for Dad and the kids. Two, full baths
eliminate that rush hour waiting. For those with
green thumbs, a 150 x 250 lot. This new-like home
is only minutes from city on Old Salem Road.




TO-ff PROFFSSrONAt OFFICE WITH T,& FRIENDLY TOUCW
• Awl,* Moody








fltient" Service. NO Job'








Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' z
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
LICENSED ELEC-
TR/CIAN and gas .111-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and ..
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
51 Services Offered 51 Services Offered
ELECTRIC WIR1NG---11 -11°ME AN--
home and industrial, air CHORS, underpinning,
conditioning, and patio awnings and roofs
refrigeration, • heating. sealed, white or silver.
Call 4T4841. Call Aveit'llitever, 753-





Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATTON BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates. •
WILL CLEAN gutters.
















ADULT CALICO cat emit • -
4 month old blue male-- -
kitten. Call 753-3994.
SMALL BLONDE terrier
• type puppies, also 2 tiger
stripe kittens. Call 436-
5650 after 5 p.m.
THREE FEMALE- kit- .
tens 2 black and white, 17,




weeks old. Call 489-2649.
FREE KITTENS white










` worry with unwanted
leaves? Let Tommy
Phillips vacuum your
leaves. Machine will bag












In Shop,  Spraying' Of Yard furnilure-Shutlers-Glidder Paint etc
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too Large or Too Small
We Are Fully Insured
PAINTING
Have You Had Your
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week





Place it on a .Large Litt cihr IRO*. -This :2.
bedroom horn has been well maintained_inciudes den,
built-in decorative bar between dining room and kit-
chen_buih-in storage in utility room, 10 it 10 workshop
wilks.100 amp -service_truit _trees-for private Aowirig,
call 753-1492_ . . .
After Hours:
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579
Bill Payne - 753-9794
753-149Z.
1200 Sycamor
Brenda tones - 753-8668
Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Judy Johnston - 437-4446
• 'Dial-A-S ervic e_._
1phabetized 
•
page will run weekly - clip it from(This 
a0. 







































,' old ceacrete. Unto_..... .-or, -
753-5703



































Gene's' Electric Customer Core















1/11.nchister Sir vi eias .
753-5397-
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Dies On Friday
fienjamin Albert Davis, who
resided at Kirksey for ten
y-ears before moving to
Washington, Mich., one year
ago,,_ died _Friday at the
. hospital at Mt. Clemons, Mich.
fle was 82 years of age and his
deathNollowed an extended
illness.
His wife, Mrs. Nettie B.
Davis, died in July 1976. Mr.
Davis was born July 6, 1895, at
Bath Spring:Tn.
Suvivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Carl (Norma)
Berrens, Barbeton, Ohio, Mrs.
Orus • (Judy) Bennett,
Morgantown, W. Va., Mrs.
Joseph (Alma) Hoover,
Romeo, Mich., and Mrs. Billy
(Hanna Jean) Lewis,
Washington, Mich.' two sons,
Talmadge E. Davis, Los
Angeles, Cal., and Melvin B.
Davis, Scottsville; three
sisters, Mrs. Littie P1111lips,
Hazel Park, Mich., Mrs. Ella
Willingham, Cullman, Ala.,
and Mrs. Alene Osborne,
Birmingham, 'Ala-,+ - --two
brothers, Theodore Davis,
Vine Mount, Ala., Clyde
Davis, Cullman, Ala.
The funeral is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Sawyer-Swanson
Funeral- - Home,- Madison
Heights, Mich., with burial to
follow in the White Chapel
Cemetery at Troy, Mich.
‘MARKTR` 13FEMCATfD=A 'HoinecOlning- hrghirglit "Vias• the dedication latillitay Morning óí the -marker
memorialiring the old Murray State -Training School, raTed in 1974 to make way for new building. Murray
President Constantine W. Curris is shown adchesiiix the targe crowd which turned out for the dedication
ceremoniet!At the left of the marker is Dr. Charles Howard, '%1a -field, chairman of the board of regents.
Congress Looking for Ways To
Steer Public Away From Guzzlers
'.WASHINGTON (API — Congress,
convinced the automobile is the chief
cause of energy waste, is looking for' a
noon today 
furnished 
to the Ledger.wowarday togassoth
' 
enere.st rnmeyrcaicarsn. motorists
Mies by ' M. &anon Co. of Murray are
5.1 "a"' - thé. lawmakers, who are now
Indus. Av.  .3.99 cOnsidertng- the transportation part- of
Airco 31)'' unc- President Carter's energy prograih,
Air Products ..... 25 + L.
3},unc, cannot decide whether to impose a tax
that will make inefficient autos unat-
tractive to buyers or to ban them_ _
altoge.ther.
- The-am-ate planned to' Vote tbdakon
the tax, similar to the • one --tecom-
mended by Carter and passed by the
House. •
Kirksey Mr. Davis, Meanwhile, a Senate-House con-
ference committee that is considering
non tax -Carter's program is
hoping to break a deadlock, over a
provision, already passed 'by the
E.enateottiat would prohibit production
of carsthat-get poi), 
. That ban, which House conferees
have twice refused to accept would
Funeral services f or Leron
F. Andrus were held Sunday
at 3-.30 p.m. at the chapel of
the Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah, with the Rev.
William G. Adams and the
Rev. Robert Crump of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were Johnny
Baldree, Bill- -Cloys, Cleon
Cunningham, Johh Bob
Padgett, Freeman Floyd, and
G.W. Mason: Burial wasin the
Burnett's Chapel Cemetery in
Graves County.
Mr. Andrus, age 69, died
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at his
home at 2221 Kentucky,
Avenue, Paducah. He was a
native of Graves County and
was a retired maintenance
employee of the State Bureau
of__ Highways,._a_syeteran._.pf_
World Waii ll, And a menlber.,
of the Lone Oak United
MëThit Chtitch: ' •
His wife, Mrs. Picecila
Adams Andrus, died in August
of this year. He is survived by
two sisters,. Mrs. Mary -Ruth
Guier, Owensboro, and Mrs.
Jo Nell Collins,. Mayfield.
Route Seven; two brothers,
Perry- Andrbs, Mayfield, 7and
Joseph Andrus, Moscow; ten
nieces and nephews.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
Am. Motors 
Ashland Oil 29's
AT&T 59k4 un. c.









Western Union .. .... 171. -"15
--Zenith Radio •-• • - one.
 22".
714 La
p. m., in the conference room
of the Purchase Area
Development Districe office,
here.
Purpose of the meeting is








ministratiye manual; and full
designation application, in-





"I don't have to do a thing, unless I want to. I don't
owe anybody anything.". . You hear it often, but don't
believe it. There is no such thing as individual
isolation. All of us must depend on others every day of
our lives. If we did not rely on others, we would have no
clothes, no shelter, or food, or protection against
elements and enemies. Evert* person has a point of
responsibility to others. This holds true from the
motnent of birth to the moment of death.
If we may be permitted, here is a personal example.
It does not happen often, but when it does, it grieves us
to be called at a time of death to make "arrangemen-
ts" - and suddenly relaize no instructions were left by
the deceased.. It grieves us to witness the im-
personalness of arrangements conducted by strangers
who really want to do the best they can but have no in-
structions on which to act. . . Equally important is the
matter of legal responsibility by initiatory acts.
These matters can and should be handled properly -
ahead of time. Most people do it. A few don't. We can
and will 'give you Crounsel and 'guidance, with NO
_obligation and NO cost. You can depend on it that we
confider it a sacred trust -and you will feel better for
having done it... .
Churchilrfuneral Home
, 201. Sot* tit .. •
753-2411 .
I Deaths and Funerals I
J. W. Sturdivant toron F. Andrus'
Dies, Was Father Rites On Sunday
Of Mrs. Nanny
John Wesley Sturdivant,
father of Mrs. Lester Nanny of
klurray, died Sunday at 1145
at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn. He was 87
years of age and a resident of
Paris.
• The deceased was a retired
carman for the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad, was 'a
member of' the' FirSt Baptist
Church, Paris, Tn., and also a
member of the Paris Masonic
Lodge. .
Mr. Sturdivant and his wife,
the former Ethel Sinclair, who
survives, were married July
24, 1919. Born May 5, 1890, in
Henry County, Tn., he was the
son of the late Williarn Ran-
ifolph StaiThiiiiiUàñLáiffa la:
l'iTeradden Sturdivant. was
preceded in death by two
-sisters and four brothers.
Survivors include his wife,
Ethel; two daughters, Mrs.
Lester (Myra.) Nanny.
Murray, and Mrs: VernOn
1Virginia) Hendricks, Paris,
Tn.; one sister.Mrs. Elizabeth
Nortd, Paris. Tn.. three
grandchildren, Lester Glenn
Nanny, Staff Sgt. Stephen
.Nanny, and Michael Hen-
dricks; three great grand-
children.
The funeral will be
held Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the- McEvoy_
Funeral Home, Paris, Tn.,
with the Rev. Carroll Owens
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Maplewood Cemetery,
Paris, Tn. .
• Friends may cat at • the
funeral florne: - - •
• . •
Former ResidentOf
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Marfa*. are arifaikank' • •
„..
Heublein Inc. • - ,. ' ' 231i unc
MeDonalds Corp. 47. -Al
Ponderosa Systems 13'. unc
Kimberly Clark 3i-4
-UntenCarbitIg- ----- --- -4268---28--
%V lie  ''-'R.96F-C!  .. '- 46'4 -';0.r 27'4 un
Gener_al Elec ' . "'.. ___,.. 5V.a unc_T
QAF Corp 9% unc
Georgia Pacific -
Pfizer ----.- --- --25.suzc---
Jim Walters - - • .. .._.. . 28 -4
Kirsch ir, unc
Disney  -36
Franklin Mint 8 unc
Health Council
To Meet Nov. 3
MAYFIELD — A special
called meeting of the Pur-
chase Subarea Health Council
will be held on Nov. 3;-at 30opmbon -This is avervyoung band that
is almost one-third freshmen. Things
look bright ahead and the Orange Bowl
is just around the corner:"
Winners in all classes were:
Class A —Memphis Overton, first;
Washington Co., Ky., second; Martin,
Term., Westview, third. Class
AA—Memphis Briarcrest, first; Milan_
Tenn., second; McClellan, Little Rock,
Ark., third. Class AAA—Murray High,
first; Christian County, Ky., second;
im- Grisson H.S.. Huntsville, Ala., third.
'apply- starting in- 1981- t -ears-getting
less than 1,6 miles per gallon, and rising-
to_21 mpg by 1,985. ,
The auto tax is one of several issues
that-remain to.he considered before the
Senate completes work on its energy
tax bill. Approval of the bill eould-come -
late today, sending it to the conference
again to agree 'onconditions under
which federal Medicaid funds could be
used to finance abortions for the poor.
The dispute is tying up a 660.2 billion
apprepriation bill for the departments
of Labor and Health. Education and
Welfare. Failure to act onthat bill could
delay paychecks for thotiathids of
federal workers.
The House has voted ' to allow
federally paid abortions only in cases in
which the woman's •life would,be- an-_ _
Lab••• (Continued From Page 1
Hopkinsville and Christian County, its
educational and governmental in-
stitutions,. al :the farmers.-Ivestoek -
producers, and veteinartans of West
Kentucky to promote the continued
growth and . development of the -
Llapkinsville  neStie Laboratory,.-
and through this laboratory, hirther to
fulfill the teaching research and public-
„ser.vice .4ciissions of -our regional
dangered by a fullterm pregnancy and
in some rape cases. The more liberal
Senate position would require that the
health of the woman and her fetus be
considered.
In other congressional action, House
leaders planned a vote today on a
resolution aimed at winning
cooperation of the South Korean
government in the investigation -of




Earlier in the week state Com-
missioner of Agriculture Thomas
Harris had expressed the fear-tat the
transfer of responsibility for the
diagnostic labs could cause a low of
ibmeTederal funds.
When asked about that pos.sibility,
MSU president Constantine Curris said
"the. posaibilny of_more federal. funds
(after the transfer) is very.real.",
Friends Of Library Set
Drive For Membership
committee., - . - The Calloway County-Friendsef the - ,pagrance. • 'All daft receilied-  theAnotherset-of conferees representing Library will have their annual mem- membership drive will go toward this
the Senate and House will try once bership drive during the week of project. Work has begun in the front
October 31 through November 5. lawn and will progress in stages as
All persons interested in contributing plans call for four phases of land-
to the promotion of library services are Scaping.
invited to pay their annual dues and Dues are: Individuals-61.00;
join the organization, according to Dr. Organizations-$3.O0; and contributing
James Byrn, vice-pre4dent of the members-$10.00-and up. Dues are tax
group who will serve as coordinator of deductable.
the drive. ' Cifficers of the organization are: Dr.
The '"Friends" held their annual
meeting on October•18 and voted to take
as their most ambitious project in some
time, the beautification of library
grounds. _:Due to the recent con-
"struction project and the harsh winter
many plants and shrubs were destroyed
.or damaged," Dr. -Stan Hendrickson,
president, stated. He further stated that
because the library is so centrally
located, many townspoepole callenjoy -
the view- and trike—Pfide in its ap-
Band...
Continued From Page 11
Murray and they have always risen to
the occasion despite the fact that this
was actually-a rebuilding year In our
Stan Hendrickson, president; Dr.
James Byrn, vice-president; Mrs.
Joanna Sykes, secretary; Johnny
Bohannon, treasurer. Directors are
Jack Benton, Mrs. Jan Hough. and Mrs.
Lucille Potts.
-There are approximately 300
members of the Calloway County group --
and all of them have shown great in-
terest in the iilarary in many-tangible
ways,' Margaret Trevathan,
Librarian, commented.
87 Blacks Reported Killed In Africa
By The Associate6 Press
The South -African and
Rhodesian governments
reported killing 87 black
guerrillas in two border
battles as the U.N. Security
Council prepared to vote today
On four African resolutions
censuring South Africa,
The South African gover-
nment reported its troops
killed 61 guerrillas and lost,
five of its own soldiers in a 36-
hour battle last week along the
border between South-West
Africa and Angola. It was the
heaviest fighting reported in
the 10-year-old bush war for
the independence of the pre-
World War I German
territory.
The announcement did not
say where along the 800-mile
border the fighting took place.
Meanwhile, the Rhodesian
government said its army
intercepted a guerrilla force
crossing into Rhodesia from
Zambia and killed 26 of the
black insurgents. It did not
say when or where along the
border the battle took place.
Did you know Chrisman was coordinator
last fall for M.S.U. Presidents Club and
largely 'responsible for 30 new members,
total 50 members and about $65,000 in
scholarship and educational funds.
He cares about Murray Stcite and
he cares about the city. Both will
get equal treatment.
You can believe that!
VOTE
CHRISMAN
. Paid for by,. 4aujornan Campaign Fund for Mayor, Forrest Priddy,
• Tr.albre.e. "
The Rhodesian government
also announced an exchange
of fire with Zambian troops
across the Zambezi River




Rhodesian forces returned the
fire and appeared to hit an
ammunition ,dump. No
Rhodesian ' casualties were
reported, but there was
damage to buildings and
vehicles, the government said.
Representatives from
Britain alld the United Nations
were scheduled to begin two
days of cease-fire talks with
leaders of the black Rhodesian




Rhodesia, and Gen. Prern
Chand of India, designated by
the United Nations to head a
transitional peacekeeping
force, then will go to
Salisbury, the Rhodesian
capital.
At U.N. headquarters in
New York, U.S. sources
.predicted that British vetoes
would kill three African
resolutions calling for em-
pargoes on arras, tritcle,
vestments and loans It South
Africa but the council as a
Nine Die On State
Roads Over Weekend
•
By The Associated Press
The Kentucky traffic death -
toll continued well ahead of
last year's pace after at least
nine persons died in weekend _
traffic accidents, state police
said.
Four persons were killed tn-
Sunday mishaps, four others
died on Saturday and one died
Friday evening, police said.
The nine weekend fatalities
increased the 1977 traffic
death toll to 769, compared
with 736 deaths recorded
through this date in 1976.
Jeanette' Hargis, 21, of
Somerset, Ky., was killed
Sunday in a one vehicle ac-
cident in that Pulaski County




A collection-of paintings, by
Murray Artist Mrs. Inez
Goodman, is currently 'on




specializes in painting still-
lifes„becarne interested in 4rt_
through her housework. Her
first project, was to paint a
firescreen for the fireplace in
her living room. Since then
she has excelled at eapturing
some of her other hobbles on
canvas.' For example, one of
her better works is a painting
of a bouquet of flowers from
her garden. Another, is a still-
life _collection .of fruits. and.
vegetables-- of-the harvest---
- meson. - ' -
Mrs. Goodman was ih-
stnunental in establishing the
local art guild and along with
her husband, Mr. J. C.
Goodman, annually display
their art work at the TVA Art
Fair.
Mrs. Goodman describes
her art- work as "prirnitive't
and says .she. las troulle
sometimes- when she, paints
scenes suches those depicting
farmwork because "I have
nothing tasely.ton except my
memory, and try to do the
best I can the way I remember
it."
"Mrs. dr:adman's display
can be seen anytime, during
regular business hours
Ahrstughout the mouth of _..
November," said Tommy
Brown, manager of the
theatre.
Brown further commented,
"It is our policy to help the
fine arts in any way we can."
If anyone would like to
display their art work or
crafts the theatre is available
as a possible showcase.
stopgap measure would
approve the fourth resolution
demanding that the South
African government lift the
bans it imposed Oct. 19 . on
black organizations and
newspapers.
The sources said after the '
votes, the council members
probably would begin work on
a compromise resolution
calling for an arms embargo.
cident there, Komer Wilson;
IS, and-Dwayne Cline, TT, both
of Somerset, died ineisocar___
crash, state police said.
--BeieretBranalftectallo2L:,.
Sebree, Ky., was killed
Sunday when her car was •
.struck by a train at a creasing
two miles south of Henderson.
Two Fort Knox soldiers
were killed in a .three-car
collision Saturday near
Muldraugtt,' Ky.-, in Meade
County. They were identified
as John York Jr., 36, and




Crawford and 12 year-old
Connie Sue McClure, were
killed in a Saturday accident
near Petersville, 4., in Lewis
County, state police said. Five. ,
others persons were injured in
that crash.
Henry H. Roark, 13,- of
Morehead, Ky.; was killed
"Friday • when his vehiele •
collided with another car on
Kentucky 32 about 12_miles





awareness seminars will be
held around the state in
November to acquaint the
general public with the
community education CM=
cept.
The sessions, one of which is
set for Murray State
University, are designed to
promote better understanding




utilization of public schools
and facilities, interagency
cooperation, community in-
volvement, and a life-long





reaches out to everyone,
according to Graham, from
the pre-sehooi child to the
senior cititens. It provides
recreational, cultural, social
and educational oppoquitities
to a _community. _ _
Anyone who attends the
meetings -will have an op-
portunity to see a recently





education in Kentucky and
future plans will be discussed.
The seminar is slated Nov. 14,





*How To Hang Wtillpaper
*How To Choose Wallpaper
*Questions Yoti Might Have About
Wallcovering Will Be Anstiried
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